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Institution: Cazenovia College
Coach: Adair Milmoe
Name of Drill: Mary’s Run
Description of Drill: Conditioning Drill
Equipment Needed: Sprint with Sticks
Skills Emphasized: Fitness & Team work
Diagram of Drill:

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Team’s FAVORITE drill for conditioning! Put together as many teams of 4 as you would like in the following format. Start with player X from pair on end line sprinting to 50, click mate’s stick, she sprints 50, click
stick, end line player sprints 100 yards. Keep cycling 50, 50,100 yards for as many minutes as you would
like to condition the team – 3 to 5 minutes. Teamwork emphasized.
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Institution: Florida Southern College
Coach: Shannon McHale
Name of Drill: 3 Speed Conditioner
Description of Drill: Conditioner with linear and lateral as well as short, medium, and long sprints. All players go at once. I wait for all to finish jog, sprint to start next piece of it. Sprinting and cones all in line. I had
to layer to show it on diagram.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Understanding pacing, all out effort vs. getting recovered for next hard effort.
Diagram of Drill:

5 Jog
4 Cone Master

3 Easy Jog Pace

30 Second Recovery

1 Sprint Full Field
2 Side Shuﬄe

Start at Endline:
1. Sprint Full Field
2. 2 Cones set 3 yards apart, lateral shuﬄe back and forth 15 seconds
3. Jog to midline
4. Cone Monster- 5 cones 5 yards apart, out to first cone back to midline, out to second one back
back to midline . All cone-and finish after 5th at midline.
5. Jog to original endline- 30 seconds rest + repeat as many as desired!
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Explosiveness and all out effort on sprints-mental focus as well. Easy jogsget heart rate down.
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Institution: Jacksonville University
Coach: Mindy McCord
Name of Drill: 3 Cone Drill
Description of Drill: Fitness Testing. Testing of an athlete’s ability to change direction in a variety of planes
and re-accelerate. Practicing multi-directional footwork, acceleration; Developing balance and functional
ﬂexibility and body control.
Equipment Needed: 3 cones, something that can be used as a line, a timing device or stop watch
Set-up:
• Place 3-cones in an ‘L’ pattern 5 yards apart
• Draw a start/finish line at the first cone extending 6-feet
• Draw a ‘touch line’ at the cone immediately in front of the athlete extending 6-feet
• Athlete begins behind the start line and breaks to touch the ‘touch line’ with their hand
• Athlete immediately breaks back to the start line and touches the start line with his hand
• Athlete breaks back towards the ‘touch line’ and circles around the middle cone and dips
around the 3rd cone to finish back around the outside of the center cone and thru the
start/finish line.
• Timer starts the drill on the athlete’s movement and ends when the athlete’s thigh or hip
crosses the finish line.
What does it all mean:
Starting and stopping and re-acceleration are key athletic components for field players in lacrosse. This drill
is not only a great measuring tool of a a dozen athletic movements, it is also a great and fun way to challenge athletes to improve skills used around the crease, in the CSA, and in loose ball situations.
For Variety:
Add a stick and compose ‘dodges’ to be used in the drill. Touch the line with your feet when using a stick.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
* Drop your hips and reach! * Crossover steps laterally on the break back to the starting line * Run a Thin
line on elliptical runs to conserve time and maximize distance covered on circles * Hug the cones on all
turns * Keep feet moving at all times * Lean into your turns * Tuck your stick (when using stick) = keep the
stick tight on your turns and change the level of the stick.
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Institution: Linfield College
Coach: Sean Hansen
Name of Drill: 6-man Competition Relay
Description of Drill: Teams of 6 are created, players are put at cones on GLE, restrainers and midfield. The
starting player(s) is at the end line, on the whistle the first player sprints and tags her teammate on the
near GLE, when the relay gets to the last player on the opposite GLE she must run to the far end line, near
end line (where player one started) and then back to her teammate that started the drill who is now at the
cone on GLE. The drill is completed when each players has ran every leg.
Equipment Needed: Cones (can use field lines)
Skills Emphasized: Conditioning
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Fun and competitive
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Institution: New England College
Coach: Meg Leo
Name of Drill: Perimeter Sprints
Description of Drill: Players start at one corner of the field (cones are marking each corner). Coach instructs first player when to go and how long for the next player to wait before self-starting. Players sprint
to the end line, jog the next three sides. When they return to the starting point, they sprint the end line
and sideline, jog two sides. They continue by sprinting the end line, sideline, end line, and jog the remaining sideline. When they are back to the start after the third lap, they sprint all four sides. Allow the entire
team to make it back to the starting point and switch directions. With the team facing up the sideline now,
they start by jogging the side line and sprinting the remaining three sides. Once they reach the starting
cone again, they jog the sideline and endline, sprint 2. Continue with jogging three, sprinting the last end
line, and upon their return to the starting cone, they jog all four sides as an active recovery.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Conditioning, explosivness, endurance
Diagram of Drill:
Jog

Sprint #1

Jog

Start
Jog

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Sprinting through each cone, making sure to stick to the sidelines, and utilizing the jog as an active recovery.
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Institution: Yale University
Coach: Colleen Smith
Name of Drill: Approach, Recover, Slide Footwork

Description of Drill: Teaching the team how to incorporate more realistic footwork than just ladders or
cones.
Equipment Needed: Cones (can add a ladder)
Skills Emphasized: Footwork
Diagram of Drill:

Cone 1 (Start) Cone 2 Approach to player and break down feet
Cone 2 Cone 3 Recover to help
Cone 3 Cone 4 Show slide shuﬄe in
Cone 4 Double cone 5 Help Slide (close a double)
Double Cone 5 Cone 6 Approach to player and break down feet
Cone 6 Cone 7 Beat your player to the spot (as if your 1v1 player gets a step on you, and you want to
beat them to the next spot)
Cone 7 Cone 8 Watch the role back inside (1v1 player tries to roll back inside, and you step into the lane)
Cone 8 Cone 9 Show slide to the crease (shuﬄe)
Cone 9 Cone 10 (End) Get back around the cutter
Other Notes: If you have a lot of people doing this at the same time, you will have the next player begin
when the player in front of her is at double cone 5. You can also add a ladder behind the net that the team
has to do when going from the End back to the Start.
**Inspiration for this drill came from things that the team needed to work on, but you can adjust the
cones based on your teams’ needs.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Making all movements game-like
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Institution: Catholic University
Coach: Meaghan Galvin
Name of Drill: 5v5 Box-out
Description of Drill: 5v5 Box-out is set up with 5 cones spread out along the bottom of the draw circle.
There is a ball placed about 10 yards in front of each cone. One pair starts at each cone, with another
player ready to step up to the cone once the whistle is blown. At the first whistle, each pair runs to the
ball without making contact with it. For about 5-7 seconds, they box each other out. At the second whistle, the pair fights for the ball. Once a player gains possession, they make space between them and their
opponent, and get their hands free to make a clean pass. This is a fun drill focusing on boxing out, and
practicing patience to make a clean outlet pass.
Equipment Needed: Full equipment
Skills Emphasized: Boxing out, getting hands free in a tight situation
Diagram of Drill:

Set Up: Set five cones in line
about 10 yards from restraining line. Three players on
each cone, with a ball on the
restraining line 10 yards in
front of them.

1st Whistle: Two players run
to ball, and attempt to box
out their opponent without
making contact with the ball
until the 2nd whistle is blown.

2nd Whistle: Players fight
for the ball. Once one player
has possession, they get their
arms free to make a pass back
to the player on the cone.

3rd Whistle: Same setup, just add coach with balls on
side. Once the players on the cones have received the
passes from the pairs, their job is done. On the 3rd whistle, the coach throws a loose ball and the play becomes a
live 5v5.
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Institution: Dickinson College
Coach: Paige Messersmith
Name of Drill: Color Hand Eye
Description of Drill: This drill focuses on improving a centers ability to track and gain possession of the ball
on the draw. The drill begins with 1 player. Have the player set up as they normally would for the draw.
The coach, on the whistle, tosses two different color balls into the air (in the same direction) to simulate a
draw control. Just before they reach the highest point call out one of the colors. That will signal which ball
the player should grab. Play it out until the player has exited the circle. Vary the height and placement of
the tosses to challenge your draw takers.
To progress the drill, have two players set up as they normally would for the draw. On the whistle, toss the
two different color balls calling out one of the colors for the two players to fight for. Play it out until the
player has exited the circle. The player who doesn’t gain possession should be pressuring the ball carrier.
You can then choose to add a third player on the circle to double team the ball once possession is gained
or have the center make an outlet pass before exiting the circle.
Equipment Needed: 2 Different Color Balls, Whistle
Skills Emphasized: Hand eye coordination, quickness off the whistle, tracking, handling pressure, keeping
head up to find the quick outlet
Diagram of Drill: Ideal to use the center circle so players get repetition where they need to execute the
skills, but anywhere with at least a 15X15 yard box will do.
Coaching Points of Emphasis: This drill looks to improve a players ability to track and gain possession of
the ball off the draw. Here we emphasize tracking the ball directly out of the coach’s hand (equivalent to
their stick), making sure that they are trying to gain possession when the ball is at its highest point, and
once they have possession keeping their feet moving and head up to transition the ball to offense. There
are a lot of ways to expand and build off this drill. While it is premised for players who take the draw, it can
easily be replicated with players on the circle as well.
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Institution: Fresno State University
Coach: Jessica Giglio
Name of Drill: Fast Break Draw Controls
Description of Drill:Below in Diagram 1 you will see two sets of 2 attackers in between both
restraining lines. Each pair of attackers will be taking their own draw control and will have a
predetermined location of which goal they are set to attack. Whichever draw taker wins by
crossing the restraining line in possession of the ball becomes the 5th attacker in a 5v4 fast
break scenario. Defense needs to learn how to slide to defend a fast break opportunity. This
allows you to get multiple reps of draw controls in while also allowing 20 players at a time to be
on the field. In Diagram 2 you will see a similar set up in between the restraining lines but the
low attackers and low defenders will be up at the restraining line until the draw occurs and then
they have to push to form a box to work on their shape while being a man up.
Equipment Needed: Balls, Field, 2 different colored pinnys and a whistle
Skills Emphasized: Conditioning
Diagram of Drill: Offensively: Getting draw work in to push a fast break
Defensively: Timing of when to send slides and slowing a fast break

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Make sure attack pushes the fast break in a short period of time. Opportunities should not be wasted because a lack of quick decision making. Reward the defense for stalling the
attackers, make sure you blow the play dead if attack takes too long. Go in to this drill after explaining slide
packages to your defense so they can work on their timing rather than the initial concept. Make sure your
goalies pick off poor passing decisions.
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Institution: Gettysburg College
Coach: Carol Cantele, Kate Fowler, Barb Jordan
Name of Drill: Double Draw Drill
Description of Drill: Starts with a draw setup and X and O’s on circle fighting for the draw (**All players
between restraining line on draw are attacking players and challenge to their designated side of the field).
Whichever team wins the ball attacks their goal; whichever team loses the draw gets thrown a second ball
in from Coach and attacks their goal. Trail/Box defenders are released from the box by the coach – timing
can be manipulated to have them in right away or coming in late for longer numbers-up/numbers-down
situation on Fast Break. X’s and O’s attack their goal in Fast Break to Slow Break to Settled progression. As
drawn below the drill ends in a 7v6 on each side of the field but can easily be adapted - can add another
defender for 7v7 or remove players below each restraining line for 5v5, 6v5, etc. Great for bigger teams
but can be adapted to teams with less players. Can put a time limit on play after draw (ex. 10 seconds from
Draw to score, must use 60 seconds and run finishing play, etc.). After each side plays out their ball reset to
another draw.
Equipment Needed: Balls for draw and extras with Coach to throw in
Skills Emphasized: Draw Strategy and Execution, Fast Break off Draw, Slow Break, Settled Play, Man-Up/
Man-Down
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Attack:
• Winning the draw cleanly and quickly and pushing to goal- taking advantage of numbers-up
situation with quick ball movement.
• Working a fast break to slow break progression with midfielders transitioning in from high,
then working settled play if fast break/slow break not effective.
Defense:
• Slowing down the fast break by stopping ball and matching up on most dangerous attackers.
• Trail/Box defenders getting in quickly when released and communicating to find open
players.
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Institution: Messiah College
Coach: Heather McKay
Name of Drill: Middie Draw Game
Description of Drill: 3v3 on the draw circle working to win the draw. The team that wins the draw then
pushes the ball for a quality shot on goal (the goals are moved up on the restraining lines). The team who
does not win the draw has to hold one player back behind the 50, creating a 3v2.
Point system- 2 points for winning the draw. One point for a Save. One point for a goal.
Equipment Needed: 2 goals and balls and the middle third of the field.
Skills Emphasized: To create chemistry within the draw team. So all three working together to win the
draw then convert it to a man-up goal.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: First, is to emphasize the draw team working to win the ball with communication, creating space and gaining possession off the draw.
Second, is communication for the team who does not win the draw as one person needs to hold back.
Third, to encourage them to convert it into a quick goal, or a quality shot so they must read the D to make
that happen.
We begin each ball with a draw and end it with either a shot or a save.
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Institution: Randolph-Macon College
Coach: MK Geratowski
Name of Drill: 3 Cage Draws
Description of Drill: Set up the draw as normal, but with three different color teams. Two teams take the
draw and have two on the circle while the third team has three on the circle. The draw goes up as normal,
whoever comes up with the ball is on offense against the previously assigned team, and the third team
drops off as soon as there is possession.
Black shoots on Gray
Gray shoots on White
White shoots on Black
Equipment Needed: 3 Cages, 3 different colored reversibles/t-shirts
Skills Emphasized: Draw Controls, small space shooting, communication
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: We emphasize getting a shot off quickly by limiting the amount of time they
have to score. As soon as the shot is taken, regardless of the outcome (goal, wide, save, etc.) we reset for
the next draw. We don’t mandate which teams take the draw; whoever gets there first gets to take it…
generally that means that the team that didn’t come up with the ball in the last set gets to take the next
draw.
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Institution: University of California Berkeley
Coach: Brooke Eubanks
Name of Drill: Double Whistle Draws

Description of Drill: Full Field draw set up or just 3 circle people. Coach sets draw. First whistle players are
boxing out to gain positioning, second whistle they may play the ball. Once possession is gained team with
ball has to get two passes, other team rides.
Equipment Needed: One ball, field lines, coach to set draw, 6-30 players
Skills Emphasized: Boxing out, positioning, anticipation, draw placement, stickwork
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Everyone - First step to box out, stay low on box out, head up
People who can play ball - drive through ground ball and run to space, head up to make pass asap, People
who cannot play ball – get to a space that you can support ball, balance the field, communicate to ball
carrier.
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Institution: Winthrop University
Coach: Kayla Minner
Name of Drill: 3 person draw game
Description of Drill: You will need to split the team into three groups (dark side pinney, light side pinney, t
shirts). A coach sets up the draw as normal with a third person standing right beside them waiting for the
50/50 ball. There are also 6 people on the circle instead of 4. Whichever team gains possession it is an immediate double and the team with ball looks to possess for X amount of time within the center circle (can
make the space bigger as well).
*we also build this to goal, where you call one team to drop after the possession. For instance, if T shirts
wins the ball and possess successfully for the allotted time then you can call dark side pinneys to fall off
and it’s a 3V3 to goal.
Equipment Needed: stick, goggles, ball, goal circle.
Skills Emphasized: draw, doubling, keeping feet moving within a double team, communication, stick work
under pressure, pushing a 3v3 to goal.
Diagram of Drill:
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Institution: Babson College
Coach: Cat Dioli
Name of Drill: Hunger Games
Description of Drill: Split everyone into two teams (ex: gray and white or whatever color reversible pinnies
you have). At the center circle, make four lines, two gray across from each other and two white across
from each other. The coach/feeder has all the balls and can move freely around the outside of the circle.
To start the drill, they toss a ground ball or high ball into the circle. The first player from each line runs out
to pick up the ground ball. Once the ground ball is possessed, that colored team needs to get two consecutive passes inside the circle. Once they have completed two passes the player with the ball needs to exit
the circle closest to one of their colored lines to get a point. If a player steps out of the circle, the ball goes
outside the circle, or a player carriers it outside but not near their colored line then the play is dead and
no one gets points. Once the ball is dead or a team receives a point, the feeder sends in a new ball for the
next four players in line. Play to 21 points.
Equipment Needed: Center circle or a coned off area, balls
Skills Emphasized: Ground balls, communication
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Attack: Emphasize communication so the player picking up the ground ball knows where their teammate
is and can get a quick pass out of the ground ball. It is also important to communicate so they are giving
productive passes that can get them out of the circle closest to their team line.
Defense: Communicate and mark up quickly so the attack can’t get an easy pass. Look to double the ball
once they have two passes so they can’t get out of the circle.
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Institution: Buffalo State
Coach: Lindsay Abbott
Name of Drill: Pressure Box Drill
Description of Drill: The pressure box drill begins in 5x5 yard boxes, back to back. The drill has tight in
close passing with added defense every 3 consecutive passes. Once the “O” team completes 3 consecutive
passes an “X” is added until all 5 defenders (“X”) are in the box. If the “O” team drops the ball, it switches
boxes very quickly and those “X’s” set up just like the “O” and begin their passes, and the “O” lines up for a
defensive line like the “X’s.”
Equipment Needed: 6 cones, back up balls
Skills Emphasized: Passing around defenders, reading defenders, finding the open person, communication
on defense and offense, stick skills
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: You want to emphasize good footwork and communication with the defense. I would recommend putting your best stick handler in the middle of the drill who can handle the
pressure.
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Institution: Christopher Newport University
Coach: Rebecca Hartrum
Name of Drill: Ground Ball Possession Box Drill
Description of Drill: This is a twist on a normal possession box drill. You will need your players spilt up into
three even teams of 4-5 players each. Set up a box about the size of the center circle or a little bigger. It
will start with a 1v1v1 inside with one player from each team, everyone else is around the outside of the
box moving freely to work on free movement. The coach will roll a ground ball into the box and whichever team picks it ups gets to add a player from the outside and make one pass. After they make a pass the
ball is thrown out and a new ground ball is thrown in, once you have added into the box you stay inside.
Again who ever gains possession will add a player in and make a pass. You will play this out until all teams
have added all their players in. This drill is to focus on competitive balls in a small area, possession and free
movement. Players around the outside should be active so they can add strategically to help their teammate.
Equipment Needed: Balls, cones, three color options for players (we usually use pinnies and one team in
their practice t-shirt of a different color)
Skills Emphasized: Competitive ground balls, possession, free movement.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Getting fast and clean possession off groundballs. Really important to emphasize communication around the outside so each team knows who is adding and from where. Strategy
in terms of adding players in the best position to help the ball.
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Institution: College of the Holy Cross
Coach: Amanda Belichick, Jamie Redding and Taylor Pennell
Name of Drill:32-23 Ground Balls

Description of Drill: The coach rolls out a ground ball and indicates which team is man up. Both teams try
to come up with the ground ball and either complete passes or clear the ball.
Equipment Needed: Cones for the box, lots of balls, team divided into 2
Skills Emphasized: Ground balls, communication, and team organization. Also stress competitiveness.
Diagram of Drill: Team is split in two groups (X and O) who line up on opposite corners of the 10 x 10 yard
box. Always a 1v1 in the middle of the box (X1/O1). X2/O2 always come into the box. Coach calls “23”
or “32” – 1st number is X, 2nd number is O – to indicate which 3 group comes in. On “23” team X is man
down and team O is man up. The team who is man down clears the ball for a point, the team that is man
up must get the ball to all three players in the box for a point. No point for a missed GB, turnover, or out
of bounds.

X2

Coach......

02

X1 O2

03

X3

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Working together, playing with instinct and intensity, ground balls, attention
to detail.
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Institution: Edinboro University
Coach: Caitlin Formato
Name of Drill: Double Boxes
Description of Drill: This is a continuous drill to work on playing well when exhausted. You will set up
multiple boxes so that ideally, the entire team is working at the same time (5 players per 2 boxes). Make
the two boxes approximately 15 yds x 15 yds. An offensive player starts with the ball in box 1 with two
defenders on her. On the whistle, the offensive player moves within the box 1 trying to keep possession.
The defenders work on doubling. When the second whistle blows, the offensive player needs to pass the
ball to the other offensive player in box 2. One defender from box 1 needs to shift into box 2 and her and
the other defender that was originally in box 2 immediately start doubling offensive player. One the next
whistle, the ball is passed back to box 1 and one of the doubling defenders needs to shift back into box 1.
If the defenders get the ball while doubling, they give the ball back to the offensive player and continue
until whistle is blown.
You can either allow the pass to go uncontested from box to box, or to challenge the players more, have
the defender waiting in the box that is not currently doubling, guard the offensive player on the pass.
Equipment Needed: Cones and Balls
Skills Emphasized: Offensively- protecting and handling ball in small space with high pressure while fatigued. Defensively-playing disciplined and communicating to one another while fatigued.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Offensive players-keep feet constantly moving and protection of stick. If you
run drill where the pass is contested, talking about making hard cuts to space to get open for teammate.
Defensive players- not cutting each other off while doubling, communication
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Institution: Florida Institute of Technology
Coach: Taylor Marshall
Name of Drill: Ground Ball Train
Description of Drill: This takes about 10 minutes, an easy to understand drill for players to run themselves
through while GK’s warm up.
Equipment Needed: Everyone needs a ball, stick, goggles, mouth guard. Approx. 15 yards of space (width)
Sideline to sideline
Diagram of Drill: To start, everyone lines up single file on the sideline at the 50 facing the opposite sideline
with their ball. Each skill is to be done to the opposite sideline and back to count as 1.
1. GB’ with dodges- The first person rolls their ball out, calls “ball down” and runs to pick up the
ground ball, once they pick it up they immediately do two dodges then roll the ball back out and
repeats. x 2
• Next person in line starts when first person has completed their dodges and or is about 10
yards ahead
2. GB’s with a “hockey” redirect and 2 dodges- Players roll out their ball and tap it with their stick to redirect it before picking it- does not have to be a hard, just enough to move the ball a couple feet. X 2
3. Partner Passing x2
• Partnered up passing while running; the same pass type cannot be done twice.
• Encourage your players to be creative! This is to get their sticks warmed up but also to get
them more confident and comfortable. One handed passing and catching, between the legs,
behind the back, bounce passes, etc.
4. D Footwork down and back – In a single file line, players will use the 50-45 as their guideline. Starting at the 50 they will sprint forward to the 45, breaking down their steps as if there was an attacker
there, then dropping into a diagonal defensive slide back to the 50. Players are to keep their sticks
up in a defensive positon and stay low in an athletic stance the whole time. Emphasize the footwork
and breaking down their steps. X1
5. Dodge Bounce Re-dodge- Partnered up again, 1 ball per group, 1 person acts as attacker, the other
as the defender. The attacker starts on the 45 and the D on the 50, the defender starts by breaking
up to the attacker as they drive/ dodge in towards the 50. The Attacker then bounces off and redodges. The footwork should be similar (but less robotic) as the previous drill. The attacker should
make sure they are working their defender, not just running in a zig zag type fashion. The attacker
and the defender switch after the first rep. x2
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Institution: Franklin & Marshall College
Coach: Mike Faith
Name of Drill: 6 v 4 with Long Poles

Description of Drill: There are 6 offensive players inside the draw circle and 4 defensive players with men’s
long defensive shafts on the inside as well. The rest of the players are split into two teams and are around
the circle. The teams are trying to keep the ball away from the defenders by moving around and handling
the pressure inside and the back checks around the circle. As soon as the offensive person turns it over
the 10 players inside the circle go out and the other team is now 6 v 4. We only do this for about 10 minutes but they really get into it and have a lot of fun.
Equipment Needed: 4 long defensive shafts (you can borrow them from the men’s team or I bought mine
at a Play it Again Sports for $20 a piece.
Skills Emphasized: Stick work, spacial awareness (moving in a confined area), stick protection, and quick
decision making
Diagram of Drill: 6 v 4 inside the draw circle
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
This is a competitive drill so the players should be going all out. They should also be communicating about
getting check from behind, moving the ball, and directing the ball carrier where to go. Defenders should
be big and have their long poles in the passing lanes to knock down passes. They are 2 people down so
they need to take risks and go for interceptions.
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Institution: Fresno State University
Coach: Brice Queener
Name of Drill: Upstate Ground Balls
Description of Drill: 3v2 or 2v3 Ground ball rolled out by coach. The team that wins the ground ball is on
offense and wants to attack the goal as quick as possible, once possession changes (save, INT, CTO, ETC.)
you play until the ball is cleared past the restraining line. The coach can change what side the drill starts
on and you can also start the players inside the 8, with their backs to the coach to simulate “trash” ground
ball play.
Skills Emphasized: Upstate tough ground ball play. Communication on offense and defense. 3v2 offensive
ball movement. 2v3 offensive movement and defensive doubling. Clearing, shooting, spacing, decision
making at high speed. Defenders playing on offense and attackers playing on defense.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Playing fast, the ball shouldn’t be in our stick offensively for more than a
second. Defensively, if it’s a 3v2 we’re trying to get knock downs and INT, really thinking about playing
offensively with our stick up, as a defensive player. If it’s a 2v3, offense needs to run to space, and defense
is working on doubles.
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Institution: Haverford College
Coach: Katie Zichelli
Name of Drill: 1v1v1 GB Drill

Description of Drill: This is a competitive ground ball drill-every woman for themselves! Set up 3 cones.
Make 2 lines of players on 2 of them with just 1 player on the 3rd cone. A coach will roll a groundball out
and all 3 fight for it. Whoever picks it up, throws it back to the coach and goes to the end of the line. The
other 2 run back, hit the cones and turn for a 2nd groundball. Whichever player did not pick up 1 of the
groundballs goes to the 3rd cone and will go with the next 2 players. Give time in-between each set to
allow for that 3rd player to reset.
Equipment Needed: Balls and cones (or just a line)
Skills Emphasized: Groundballs and strategy
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Boxing out and getting low on the groundballs. Knowing you might be stuck
going over and over again gives it that competiveness! You can also do groundballs away.
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Institution: Lebanon Valley College
Coach: Alexandra Stambaugh
Name of Drill: Activate Drill
Description of Drill: This is a possession drill in which the team with the ball tries to complete 3 consecutive passes. When 3 consecutive passes are achieved, a new set of 3 pairs is “activated” from one side. The
team with the ball must get the ball to a teammate from the new group of 3 pairs and rotate out. The new
group of 3 pairs may then start their 3 consecutive passes. Alternate which side is activated.
Equipment Needed: 6 cones. 3 on each side to indicate where the lines are.
Skills Emphasized: This drill emphasizes communication, possession, patience on passes, movement, spacing, timing cuts to get open, and the ride (blocking passes and covering a mark).
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Emphasize timing up cuts to make passing and possession easier. Coaches
should encourage the activate group of 6 to use the entire space and not get bunched up. Once the players
are comfortable with the drill, coaches should allow the players to communicate which side is activated.
Coaches should also have players count their 3 consecutive passes and use names when passing.
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Institution: Mars Hill University
Coach: Kristina Llanes
Name of Drill: GB Box Competition

Description of Drill: two teams compete for ground ball while strategically subbing in and out of 10x10
box.
Equipment Needed: cones for box and balls- 1 coach
Skills Emphasized: Strategy, communication, groundball pickups, stick protection.
Diagram of Drill: Three players from each team begin inside and other players are in a line but whoever is
next can move anywhere around the box to prepare to enter.
Coach plays in the ground ball and whichever team comes up with the ball is making a pass to one of her
teammates ON THE GROUND. After she has played the ball to her teammate she quickly exits the box and
a teammate is released and tries to strategically get in space where they can get the groundball and run
into space. The defending team is attempting to break up the gb play and if they cause a turnover they
begin the gb service.
Stringing together 3 gb’s= 1 point . This drill is done for time; as many gbs you can string together in ten
minutes.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Communication on who is next and thinking about the space you want to
run onto is important. Also, the way in which you pick up a gb and stick protection. The balls are all played
on the ground in order to work on competitive ground balls in an allotted time.
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Institution: Merrimack College
Coach: Taylor Eaton
Name of Drill: Ground ball build up
Description of Drill: Objective is to gain points by completing a designated number of passes with all players in play, or by causing a turnover. Build up number of players as the team with possession completes
each round of passes.
• Two teams line up one behind the other on either side of coach.
• Coach tosses out a ground ball into the playing area (use cones or 8m).
• One player from each team ground ball battles. Team that wins ground ball is on offense.
• As soon as a player gains possession, the next players from each team are now in play.
• Team with possession looks to complete a pass in 2v2 (Variation: Increase the number of passes
needed: increase number each round, or keep number consistent throughout).
• Once pass is complete, the next two players from each team are added to play.
• Every time the team with possession completes the number of passes for the last round (everybody
in play), the team with possession earns a point. (Variation: Take the ball to cage once all players are
added in).
• Team earns a point every time they cause a turnover on defense.
Equipment Needed: Balls. (Cage and cones optionally)
Skills Emphasized: Possession, communication, ground balls.
Diagram of Drill:

Lines on either side of coach, facing the
playing area.

When team with possession completes
number of passess, next two players are
in.
IWLCA DRILL BOOK
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As soon as the ground ball is won, the
next two players are added in. Team with
ball is looking for pass.

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
EVERYONE needs to pay attention: in line, ready, and
communicating
Keep feet moving, quick decisions
As soon as the ground ball is scooped up, heads are
up looking for options
New players coming in need to be talking
PAGE 26

Institution: Nazareth College
Coach: Traci Lian
Name of Drill: Ground Ball 2 v. 2 Possession Drill
Description of Drill:
Field players line up behind the 30 facing the opposite 30 in four even lines (two purple lines, two gold
lines). The first person in each of the four lines steps up to the line. The coach rolls a ball out anywhere
and on the whistle all four go for the GB.
First team to get the GB is transitioning to the opposite 30. They must get a complete pass off to their
other teammate and then another complete pass to the GK on the opposite 30 (GK can move horizontally
but must stay over the 30). The GK immediately clears to the opposite team she received the pass from
and that player must get a complete pass off to her teammate and safely transition the ball back over the
original 30 that they started at.
If either of the two teams turns the ball over that team must go to the front of the line and immediately
go again. If one or both of the teams complete their passes without drops or turning the ball over they are
done and go to the end of the. If more than one GK than alternate each whistle.
Equipment Needed: A couple balls, restraining lines
Skills Emphasized:
Clean groundball pick-ups (boxing out, running through, no empties, in a crowd)
Passing and Catching accuracy (using proper hand)
Clearing (fast break clears… or dodging and cutting to get open)
1 v. 1 skills (offensive and defensive skills)
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Penalize empty stick checks on the GB’s and bad turnovers. Emphasis is on
making smart decisions with passes, using the proper hand, as well as working hard to get open. You must
pass the ball to your teammate you can’t just run it over. Your teammate must work on getting open to
receive the pass. This should be fast paced and if you turn the ball over you are penalized by going again
which is exhausting.
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Institution: Ohio Valley University
Coach: Max Ruhl, Head Coach
Name of Drill: Pressure Fan GB
Description of Drill:
On whistle, Coach rolls out a ball anywhere inside the 12. It becomes a scramble for the pressure GB between both teams.
Once possession is obtained, that team is now offense and the other marks up on defense.
Players may communicate match-ups while circling the cage or coach can signify not to match-up prior in
order to practice unsettled situations.
When possession is called, the offense must stay inside the 12.
Stepping out is a turnover and the defense must clear through the near restraining, the 12 is no longer a
boundary line. The offense must ride the clear.
Anytime there is a turnover (GB, interception, save) the defense must clear through the near restraining
and the offense rides, the 12 is no longer a boundary line
Additional:
Coach may designate number of passes or time frame to complete before a shot is allowed.
Coach may add in an additional offensive player at any time to create uneven numbers.
Coach may designate offense vs defense prior to drill starting. If defense obtains possession, they must
clear and offense must ride
Coach may call out specific players to go for GB.
Equipment Needed: Goal, Balls, 12m Fan, Players with all playing equipment
Skills Emphasized: Competition. On and off ball movement for offense and defense in confined space. Unsettled situations. Offensive and Defensive communication. Pressure Ground Balls. Clearing and Riding.
Diagram of Drill:
Coach (C*) starts with ball anywhere around the 12, we find it works well from top center.
White rotates clockwise around the outside of the circle. Red rotates counter clockwise inside the circle.
Goalie is in center of cage as they work around her. Additional players wait in line on side of 12.
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Institution: Tiffin University
Coach: Erica Brown
Name of Drill: 1v2 Ground Balls

Description of Drill: 2 players are lining equally and going after the same ground ball. 1 player is set a few
steps behind the ground ball getters. Once the GB is rolled out, it is every player for themselves. Whoever picks up the GB is looking to outlet the ball while the 2 other players are looking to double the ball, or
check the ball away.
Equipment Needed: Bag of balls, sticks, goggles, mouthgaurd
Skills Emphasized: Clean ground ball pick-ups, not hanging your stick behind you, communicating in a double team, quick outlet passes, getting your stick in a passing lane.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Moving your feet through your GB pick up, box out with your first step,
checking from behind
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Institution: University of Detroit Mercy
Coach: Laurie Merian
Name of Drill: Circle 3v3

Description of Drill: Split the team into 2 teams and give each player a number. The first three players
(#1-#3) step into the circle and throw a 50/50 ball in – winning team then needs to make three consecutive
passes; once three passes are made player #1 leaves and player #4 enters; then the team tries to get another three consecutive passes; once passes are made player #2 leaves and player #5 enters. This process
continues until the winning team has gone through all their players (either a certain amount of times or
time). If the defending team causes a turnover or intercepts ball, then they now can make three consecutive passes to get their team through.
Equipment Needed: balls
Skills Emphasized: Offense: Stickwork, quick ball movement, sharp cuts, fakes
Defense: Communication, stick up, anticipation, body D
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Making the right cuts at the right time and with a purpose, keeping head up
to see that next pass, handling pressure, working in a small space
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Institution: University of Detroit Mercy
Coach: Megan Callahan
Name of Drill: Battle Boxes

Description of Drill: Two lines start on opposite sides of the restraining line. Rotating in either a Clockwise or Counter-Clock Wise direction, two players are fighting for three different types of 50/50 balls. The
restraining lines are broken up into four boxes that each group will “battle” for the 50/50 balls. The first
box is a 50/50 GB To, the second box is a 50/50 GB Away, the third box is 50/50 in the air ball – winner
then takes ball to cage for a 1v1. After someone wins each ball, they have to make a pass out to the outlet
before going into the next box. With the two lines, we have them go at the same time and through each
line twice.
Equipment Needed: 2-3 ball bags, cages
Skills Emphasized: Anticipating the ball, Boxing out, Running through, Re-defending,
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Coming up with the 50/50 ball cleanly, defending player if 50/50 ball is lost,
stick protection
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Institution: University of Montevallo
Coach: Frank Rogers
Name of Drill: Manchester Drill

Description of Drill: Set up a box 30 yards wide and 40 yards long with cones around every 10 yards a part
all the way the around. Split players into two teams, place players around box alternating colors. 5 v 5 in
box, players move ball quickly, if they pass to outside they must sub quickly with that person.
Equipment Needed: Cones, balls
Skills Emphasized: Offensive movement, picks, cuts, spacing, d positioning, conditioning
Diagram of Drill: Set up as show can adjust number of cones or spots around outside depending on roster
size. Cones ( C ) , P (Purple), W (White)

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Movement, teamwork, ball protection, D positioning, Doubles
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Institution: University of Pennsylvania
Coach: Melissa Lehman
Name of Drill: 5v5 in the Circle
Description of Drill:
• Working on popping & receiving under pressure, moving the ball in tight spaces, timing, etc.
• Split team in half, evenly by position (can use GK if you like, or use this as a time for them to get
special attention).
• Each team sends 5 players into the center circle
• Drill begins with coach tossing a ball in
• Team with possession is trying to string together completed passes INSIDE the circle
• Coaches count how many passes a team gets on a possession (doesn’t have to be consecutive, just
the same possession)
• If Blue turns the ball over & and White recovers the ball, White is now on offense and trying to get
their passes going, Blue must sub their 5 players out and 5 new players come on
• Rotation: on a change of possession, defense goes to offense, offense subs out
• Scoring: Keep score by counting completed passes within a possession. After a change of possession,
the next time the team touches the ball the count begins again at zero.
• The team with the highest single score at the end of the drill wins (Drill can last approximately 10 or
15 minutes)
Equipment Needed: Bag of balls, spread balls around the outside of the circle, coach begins with the first
ball of the game
Skills Emphasized: Stick protection, receiving under pressure, moving the ball in tight spaces, timing of
cuts
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Run through your catch and keep your feet moving
• Timing of cuts / understanding which way the ball carrier is driving in order to set up your cut
• Protect and choke up in pressure, pass from between your shoulders to avoid being checked
• Defense look to double if they cut too close to the ball carrier
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Institution: University of Tampa
Coach: Lisa Beltramello
Name of Drill: Triangle Ground Balls
Description of Drill: Divide everyone into two teams. Group 1 is a 1v1 to cage on a ground ball. Once a
shot or save happens, the play is dead and Group 1 waits off to the side. Group 2 is a 2v2 to cage on a
ground ball. Once a shot or save happens, the play is dead and Group 2 waits off to the side. Group 3 is a
3v3 to cage on a ground ball. Once a shot or save happens, the play is dead. One final ground ball goes out
and Groups 1, 2, and 3 come together and play out a 6v6 to cage. Once a shot or save happens, the play is
dead.
Equipment Needed: 3 buckets/bags of balls at the various starting points.
Skills Emphasized: Getting low and running through ground balls, 1v1 and team defense, 1v1 and team
attack.
Diagram of Drill:

C
3v3 GB
2v2 GB

C

C

6v6 GB

1v1 GB

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Everyone: Get low and run through the ground ball
Defense: Make and maintain contact, force away from cage, TALK
Attack: Drive hard, recognize your space on the field and see your options, shot placement
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Institution: Wofford College
Coach: Grace Sisserson
Name of Drill: Pressure and Possession Box
Description of Drill:
• Cone off a rectangle that is about 8x15 yards. There are two teams evenly distributed with offense
and defense. On each short end of the rectangle there are two members from each team.
• One team starts with the ball (off a toss or ground ball). They must then maintain possession under
pressure inside the box and complete two passes. Once the team with possession completes two
passes, they must transfer the ball to their teammates on the end line that is opposite the one that
the ball came from.
• The four players are then dismissed and the new four steps into the box.
• This is continuous. If the ball is lost or changes possession, the other team then starts the process of
completing two passes with defense on them.
Equipment Needed: Balls and cones
Skills Emphasized: Decision making in small spaces, stick-work, handling pressure, cutting.
Diagram of Drill:

T2
T2

T1
T1

T1

T2
T2

T1
T1

T1= Team 1
T2= Team 2

T2
2 Passes
T1

T2
T2

T1
T1

T2
T2

T2

T1
T1

Coaching Points of Emphasis: stick protection, keeping one’s head up while being pressured, keeping one’s
feet moving at all times, communicate when and how one wants the ball from the passer, not forcing passes just because one is getting pressured.
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Institution: Buffalo State College
Coach: Ashley O’Brien
Name of Drill: Fast/Full Step Build-Up Drill (Goalies)
Description of Drill: This drill is designed to slowly build up the technique and strength that goalie needs
to make full and quick steps out to the ball.
Step 1 – Set up two parallel lines approximately 3-3.5ft apart from one another. Without a stick have the
goalie start lined up perpendicular to those lines (see diagram) and begin making controlled full steps.
These steps should resemble lunge jumps in which the opposite foot pushes off hard into the direction of
the ball to get optimum distance. The goalie should land “facing the shooter” and hold position once they
complete the step.
Step 2 – (Still without a stick) Repeat Step one, this time including a ball (thrown by hand – All high shots).
Have the thrower stand facing the goalie while throwing the ball to each stepping location so that the
keeper has to focus on the ball and step. When they are consistently doing this with good technique have
them use their stick.
Step 3 - Have the goalie line up with their feet (squares) just above the “goal line” and have them step to
each ball consecutively between 3-5 times. Then add a resistance band to their waist as you hold it behind
them (adding resistance to the steps) as they repeat the drill. When the repetitions are complete remove
the band and have the keeper do 1-2 more consecutive sets to illustrate the difference in footspeed.
Equipment Needed: Floor tape/cones, balls, stick, gloves and resistance band
Skills Emphasized: Fast/controlled stepping
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Step 1 – Pushing off hard with opposite foot toward ball, stepping at 45 degree angle to ball. Step 2 - eyes on the ball/reach for ball. Step 3 – control during resistance band training,
fast AND controlled once band is removed.
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Institution: Davidson College
Coach: Lily Carpenter
Name of Drill: 2 Cage Quick Feed GK Warm-Up
Description of Drill: Coach or shooter sets up in between 2 cages set up about 10-15 yards away from each
other. Cages will face each other. Anywhere from 1-4 feeders can set up outside the area where the shooter is standing / cutting, each with a pile of balls.
One feeder – Feeder quickly feeds ball to the shooter inside. The shooter randomly chooses a cage / GK to
shoot on. Feeder continuously feeds ball in until the pile is done. GKs must reset quickly and be ready for
the shot to come to them even if it is being shot on the other cage.
Multiple feeders – Feeds alternate, go in a pattern, or are random depending on how the shooter asks for
the ball. 4 Feeders can set up in a square around the cages. Shooter can either make small cuts or stand.
This drill is great for goalie warm-ups for teams that have 2+ GKs / injured players who can stay involved
with stickwork. Back up goalies can act as feeders from the outside and rotate through.
Equipment Needed: 2 cages, 1 shooter, 1-4 feeders, balls, 2 GKs
Skills Emphasized: GK reaction time, patience and timing when exploding to the ball. Saving the in-tight
shot.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Follow the ball and the feed. Awareness when shooter has their back to the
cage. Adjusting angle when the ball is fed in. Urgency to re-set physical position after save is made. Staying
balanced when shots are coming quickly. It is easier to make save / explode to the ball when GK are balanced and slightly off angle than on angle and totally off balance.
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Institution: Fresno State
Coach: Rachel Vallarelli
Name of Drill: Two up Top
Description of Drill: Goalie Drill designed for improvement of footwork, tracking, and cross crease movement. Two shooters are positioned on the elbows, passing back and forth so the goalie can work on cross
crease movement and driving their hands and body from pipe to pipe, and making the save.
Equipment Needed: Bucket of Balls, two shooters
Skills Emphasized: Cross crease movement, driving hands, eyes and body behind the ball
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Make sure your shooters are actively looking at the cage each time they
are receiving the ball. Goalies need to drive their hands and body to the ball, over exaggerating the movement. Emphasize to your goalies that they need to get to the pipe before the ball reaches the shooter.
Shooters don’t have to wait for the goalie to be set and ready for the shot during this drill. It’s to help
teach the goalies to always be ready.
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Institution: McDaniel College
Coach: Patricia Pehnke
Name of Drill: GK Ladder Drill

Description of Drill: You can set this up indoors or out on the field. To begin the goalie starts at the end of
the ladder will go through it doing different ladder drills. After the goalie goes through the ladder, a coach
will stand about 5-10 yards away from the ladder and will pass a ball to the goalie after they go through
the ladder, in the 7 spots (stick side high, stick side hip, stick side low, 5-hole, non-stick side low, non-stick
side hip, non-stick side high). The goalie jogs back to the beginning and repeats. You could do this for 15-20
minutes or go through each ladder drill 3-4 times. You could also do this without sticks and have the goalie
catch colored ball, they would need to call out the color of the ball, or with tennis balls.
Equipment needed: ladders, lacrosse (or tennis) balls, and sticks
Skills Emphasized: footwork, an explosive step to the ball, hand-eye coordination, and reaction time
Diagram of Drill:

** Examples of ladder drills: 1-foot in, 2-feet in, Icky Shuﬄe (forward and backwards, Slalom Jumps, 2-in
2-out forwards and backwards, Lateral Shuﬄe, 2-in 2-out sideways, etc.)**

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Ladders should be completed quickly and with efficiency. When the goalie
gets the pass from the coach, it will mimic the shots that they’ll face in cage. Doing ladders will help goalies develop the quickness and explosiveness that they’ll use while playing. The pass will help the goalie
with their hand-eye coordination, which will translate to their efforts in the cage.
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Institution: MIT
Coach: Anne Versprille
Name of Drill: Rebound Drill (GK Specific)

Description of Drill: This drill works on goalie reaction time and usually is done during the warm up. Goalie
is in cage and gets an outside shot from one shooter (S1). Quickly after the shot is saved or goes in, the
next shooter (S2) shoots an inside shot. Then reset for the next round. We usually do 10-20 rounds then
ﬂip what side the shooters are on for the next 10-20 rounds. Should go very quickly.
Equipment Needed: goal, balls
Skills Emphasized: foot speed/resetting, reaction time, tracking, “short-term memory”
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Step- when possible, we want the GK to step to both shots
• Reset- reset quickly to work on foot speed and always being ready
• Find the ball- track the ball when the drill is moving quickly
• Next one- if GK is letting shots in, reminds them to have short term memory and focus on the next
shot
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Institution: Sewanee:The University of the South
Coach: Michele Dombrowski
Name of Drill: Goalie Shooting Warm-up
Description of Drill: One or two feeders send balls to alternating sides. Player 1 cuts to the feeder, gets
trapped and backs or spins out to hit Player 2 who holds her cut and then sprints to trail option before
sending the ball to Player 3. Player 3 feeds Player 1 for the shot. Once the first ball is on the way to Player
3, the other side starts their ball.
Rotation (not including a feeder): Player 1 (shooter) goes to Player 3’s line (assist), Player 3 goes to Player
2’s line (trail) and Player 2 goes to the opposite side Player 1 (shooter) line.
Equipment Needed: Balls and cones
Skills Emphasized: Throwing and catching fundamentals, shooting, goalkeeper warm-up
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Make cuts full speed; get in to trouble and get out FAST; good passing angles
and running through catch on the trail
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Institution: University of California Berkeley
Coach: Brooke Eubanks
Name of Drill: Twin Dragon

Description of Drill: 2 attackers pass back and forth within the 8m, 1attacker shoots. Goalie doesn’t know
exactly when shooter is going to shoot.
Equipment Needed: A goal, a goalie and two shooters
Skills Emphasized: Works on goalies cross-cage movement, positioning of GK, keeping stick up the entire
time and tracking ball.
Diagram Of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Quick explosive steps across cage, speed, limit amount of steps GK takes
when moving to follow ball and keeping stick up and in their correct stance. Attackers can work on shooting, stepping into their power shot and accuracy.
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Institution: Amherst College
Coach: Natalie Moore
Name of Drill: Continuous 3v2 Build-Up
Description of Drill: Fast break transition drill to work on player up/player down fast breaks, starting with
a 3v2 and continuously building up to a 7v6. Drill starts with a 2 D and 2 A low in the 8m. Goalie clears to
A/M line up top just below 50y and player attacks with speed for 3v2. Once ball is dead (goal, save, caused
turnover, out of bounds) those players all stay on and a GB is rolled out to A/M line up top with a trailing
D. This now makes it a 4v3. Once ball is dead it is a goalie clear to A/M line with trailing D to create a 5v4.
Once ball is dead a GB is rolled out to A/M line up top with trailing down for 6v5. 6v5 is played out and
when ball is dead drill starts again with new group and a 3v2.
Equipment Needed: Balls, one cage, half of field space
Skills Emphasized: Fast break, player up/player down
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Attack
1. Going at speed
2. Quick ball movement to find the open player
3. Creating space to find the 2v1
Defense
1. Communication as soon as ball is in play
2. Sliding and committing to your slide
3. Be BIG, sticks up and in passing lanes
4. Slow down ball!
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Institution: Amherst College
Coach: Chris Paradis
Name of Drill: Player up/Player down
Description of Drill: Quick paced player up/even/down progression. 4 v 3, 5 v 4, 6 v 5, 6 v 6 (backer D), 5
v 6, 4 v 5, 3 v 4 in the 8 meter. Players wait on short sideline and come into 8m in numbers called out by
coach. Attackers start on 8m (posting 1 middle if #s higher than 4), defenders start on 8 meter as well. On
whistle, a ball is sent in from coach on sideline and attackers on 8m outlet and spread out, while defenders
start their slides. Each set is SHORT and ends on shot/goal, missed pass or caused turnover. Players hustle
out and next set starts. Do 3 or 4 of each number configuration and then build from there.
Equipment Needed: bucket of balls
Skills Emphasized: quick ball movement, outside hand passing, feeding middle or finding 2 v 1 with quick
ball rotation
Diagram of Drill:

Sample Progression: start with 5v4, 6v5, 6v6 backer, 5v6, 4v5. Switch middies and go through again. Adjust based on Scouting or needs of your team.
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Depending on what you want to work on:
1. Attack holding space/spreading out - start on 8 meter then pop for outlet and spread out – always
looking middle and then backside for 2 v 1.
2. OR Attackers stay on 8meter – tight skill work, faking & feeding
3. Defense in player down zone – communication, awareness, priority marking, sticks up in passing
lanes
4. Defense in backer– play even 5v5 or 6 v6 playing backer working on rotations, double teaming, shutting of adjacents and communication.
5. Attack vs backer – engage/drag backer while consistently moving ball on diagonals or “L” shape passing to backside & keep looking middle to interior player(s)
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Institution: Augsburg University
Coach: Katheryn Knippenberg
Name of Drill: Quick 2v1

Description of Drill: This is a quick 2v1 to cage. Coach stands at the top of 8m with balls. 2 attack lines
are on each side of coach, and 1 defensive line is to either side. 2 attack players line up adjacent to coach.
1 defensive player is approximately 1m directly in front of the coach, inside the 8m. Coach tosses out a
ground ball to either attacker. Once one of the attackers has possession, the two attackers have 3 seconds
to get a shot off, either taking it directly in or looking for the pass option to the other attacker. Defender is
working to force a weak shot or feed.
Equipment Needed: Balls, cones.
Skills Emphasized: Quick decision making, quick feeds, quick shots, defender forcing weak feed/shots, ball
control in high pressure situation.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Want to be verbalizing the time, so counting up or down so attackers are
aware of how much time is left. Defensive body contact/positioning. Realizing when attacker has a lane to
goal, or when feeding is warranted. Attack passing around the defender.
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Institution: Aurora University
Coach: Randy Vite
Name of Drill: Drop in Zipper
Description of Drill: This is a 5v4 drill emphasizing dropping into the 8 meter. Stagger the cones at half
field with the attack on the midline and the defensive players in front of them. The ball starts at the left
end and the players quick stick pass from attacking player to defensive player all the way down the field
like a zipper. After each player passes the ball they immediately sprint into the 8. The attackers are getting
into fast break positioning while the defensive player is dropping at an angle directly into the 8. When the
ball gets to the end the last attacker takes the ball into the 8 and plays out the 5v4. You can add or subtract
the amount of players if needed.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Quick stick passing and dropping into the defensive end.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Dropping in at an angle from the midfield into the defensive end. Having
your stick and head up the whole time. Marking up most dangerous when down a player.
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Institution: Catholic University
Coach: Laura Dunn
Name of Drill: Little 6v4

Description of Drill: This drill is set up inside the 8m arc and down to the goal line extended. Like a normal man-up drill, 6 attack players will play against 4 defenders. The attackers must complete 4 passes
before attacking the goal. Defenders will work man-down, and clear the ball outside the 8m if a turnover is
caused. The play starts once the ball is thrown into the drill by a coach from the outside.
Equipment Needed: Cones set up around 8m and down to goal line, Cage
Skills Emphasized: Quick passing/shooting, man-up offense, man-down defense
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Attack: quick passing, switching point of attack to confuse defenders, faking
on the goalie, *pass and then cut to a new space*. Defense: lots of talking, quick slides, taking chances on
doubles in a small space.
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Institution: Columbia University
Coach: Andrea Cofrin, Kelly McPartland, Lauren Kahn
Name of Drill: Lions Den 3v2/4v3

Description of Drill: Starts with a GB rolled out to one side for a 3v2 to goal. Once there is a goal, shot, or
turnover the goalie clears a ball to the Offensive Line at RL for a 4v3.
Equipment Needed: Just balls
Skills Emphasized: GB under pressure, 3v2 and 4v3 finding the man up- offensively working on quick
hands, ball movement, and heads up. Defensively working on shifting and sliding as a unit.
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Institution: DePauw University
Coach: Tucker Glass
Name of Drill: Meat Grinder-(5v4)
Description of Drill: 5v4 multipurpose drill that starts with 4 offensive players (GREY dots) on the perimeter, restricted to their relative zones (RED lines below), in a box shape with one offensive player (ORANGE
dot) inside the 8m arc for a dice formation with 4 players covering defensively (BLACK dots). Establish parameters as you see fit but start with at least 30-45 seconds with no feeding the inside offensive player and
no skip passes to get the full emphasis of the drill. Use a single or double whistle to indicate the middle is
now “open” to feed. Once the ball has been fed into the inside offensive player the drill is live to go to goal
from any of the 5 offensive players.
Equipment Needed: Goal, 8 & 12m arcs, 9+ student-athletes, balls, 1 GK or a shooter net/pockets
Skills Emphasized: 5v4 set-up around the 12m arc designed to work on defensively; extending pressure on
ball and ball-side adjacent with a good angle of approach, communicating and covering inside player from
2 passes away, crashing as a unit when the ball enters the 8m as well as shifting and rotating as a defensive
unit, as well as offensively; ball movement on the perimeter under pressure, creating space/opening a
passing lane as an adjacent teammate and being not just an active but engaged inside offensive player.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
-Defensive: extending pressure on ball and ball-side adjacent with a good angle of approach, communicating and covering inside player from 2 passes away, shifting and rotating as a defensive unit as well as
crashing as a unit when the ball enters the 8m.
-Oﬀensive: ball movement on the perimeter under pressure, creating space/opening a passing lane as an
adjacent teammate, spacing that facilitates ball movement and draws defenders out along with being not
just an active but engaged inside offensive player.
-Parameters: Start with a 30-45 second window where the inside offensive player cannot be fed. Drill is
live to cage on a single or double whistle once your perimeter offensive players have satisfied your initial
perimeter passing only window. You can adjust this window and drill to allow for skip/diagonal passes,
perimeter players to carry/push the ball to the next zone as the next two progressions of the drill.
*Allow your oﬀensive players time to adjust to the pressure in this drill and make mistakes before rotating
other players/groups in. As you progress through the drill and add-in skip passes and the ability to carry on
the perimeter you can be more restrictive on oﬀensive turnovers.
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Institution: Florida Southern College
Coach: Kara Reber
Name of Drill: Yemen

Description of Drill: 5 v 4 inside the 12m arc
Equipment Needed: Cones and balls
Skills Emphasized: Offensive stick work and ball movement. Defensive sliding, communicated and positioning.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Offense must stay inside the 12m. If a player drops a ball, she rotates immediately out and the next player in that line rotates in. The goal is to move the ball quickly while trying
to pass to the player in the middle as much as possible. Offense is focusing on stick work in a tight space
while trying to recognize how to expose the defense. The offense is required to make 3 passes in to the
middle, before they can go live to cage. The offense is trying to expose the defense’s coverage of the player in the middle. The middle offensive player stays in the middle until the drill is live, then she is able to
move. (Players rotate clockwise after they have played it out live).
Defense is working on sliding, communicating and rotating to the correct, most threatening players. Work
on anticipating the pass, moving while the ball is in the air, sticks in passing lanes and rotating opposite the
way the ball is moving. (Defense rotates out with a new 4 after the play has gone live twice).
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Institution: Johns Hopkins University
Coach: Janine Tucker
Name of Drill: 4 v 3 “Bobby” Drill
Description of Drill: This is a fast-paced, 4v3 drill that works on offensive ball and body movement and
defensive hedges, slides, communication and recognition.
Equipment Needed: Balls
Skills Emphasized: Quick ball movement, stick skills in tight and under pressure, offensive movement without the ball, defensive hedges and slides, communication.
Diagram of Drill: Set up the drill as shown in Diagram 1. Coach at the top of the 12 meter with pile of balls.
4 offensive players and 3 defensive players around the 8 meter.
Diagram 1:

Drill starts when coach throws a ball in to any offensive
player. Alternate sending the ball in high to A3 or A4 as
well as low to A1 or A2.

Diagram 2:
The ball side offensive players and back-side offensive
players must criss-cross before the ball can be passed or
shot. Utilize ﬂip passes, fake ﬂip passes and behind the
back passes. Maintain spacing on offense and find the
open player! Keep the ball hot and work the criss-cross!
Defenders must slow ball and anticipate passes, feeds
and shots. Defenders must keep sticks up and look for the
knockdowns and interceptions! Quick clear on a turnover!
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
* When criss-crossing, keep your eye on the ball so you are ready for a pass at all times.
* Move the ball quickly to find the open player.
* Offense - maintain good spacing so as not to shorten the slides for the defenders.
* Defenders must work through the picks, criss-crosses and screens with strong communication.
* Back-side defender must have stick up – all defenders must have sticks up in passing lanes.
* Teaches your defenders to work together – when one slides up to the ball at an angle she pulls the other
across the crease and the third down to cover two. As the ball moves, these slides continue in a “U” shape.
Up, across, down to cover two.
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Institution: LIU Post
Coach: Meghan McNamara
Name of Drill: 3v2 Drill
Description of Drill: This drill is simple and hits on different parts of the game, offensively in the ride/clear
and execution to cage. Defensively, clearing, defenders recognizing and being proactive when a trap is
coming, switching fields, pushing the ball up field, then recovering for a quick fast break.
Equipment Needed: Balls
Skills Emphasized: It helps defense with their awareness that a trap is coming and to make a quick decision to turn and switch fields to transition. It helps attackers on their approach to trap a defender and then
once the ball switches field, to recover and reset ride. Once the attackers recieve the clear, it helps push
the fast break to cage in a man-up situtation (reacting to intercepting the ball, so to speak, in the ride).
Diagram of Drill:
1. It starts with a clear, as the defenders are cutting back to GLE for the ball. GK can choose either side
to clear to.
2. Defender recieves ball and pushes it up field.
3. Attackers shift to trap the defender on their push up field
4. Once defender recognizes trap, they roll back and switch fields, either to GK then second defender
or quickly to second defender
5. The attackers, once defender is about to switch fields, they recover/drop back to about the 20/25 to
their original starting points.
6. Once the second defender recieves the ball, she passes it up field to any one of the attackers.
7. Once the ball is out of the second defenders stick, it is a short field fast break to cage. Defenders
have to get in and attackers can anticipate the quick FB.

*Diagram continues on next page
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Coaching Points of Emphasis: Awareness, clearing, spacing, recovering and execution to cage in a fast
break. There is a lot you can add into this drill and make it creative.
Some Variations:
• Can put time limit on fast break
• Can move attackers closer for quicker trap
• Add recovering defender on the 40/50 to emphasize slowing down the fast break
• Lengthen field, add more players
• After a while, live play and the defense can beat the trap or swith fields (better with more players).
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Institution: Navy
Coach: Gabby Capuzzi
Name of Drill: 3v2 Flip

Description of Drill: Drill will start with a goalie clear to the offense. The drill is initiated when the first ﬂip
happens at the top of 12m. All offensive players must cross the half of 12m. There could be one or two
ﬂips, also taking what the defense gives you, fake ﬂips are allowed. Then it is a live 3v2 to goal.
Equipment Needed: Balls
Skills Emphasized: Stick work on ﬂips, player up offense, player down defense.
Diagram of Drill:
• Lines will be below the end line
• Ball is cleared
• GK will clear to #3, #1 will clear out to top of 12m to receive ﬂip from #1. #2 will delay and follow
behind #3 ready to receive second ﬂip from #1.

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Focus on ﬂip – running off shoulder to shoulder, not allowing space for defender, receiving it in the
proper hand
• Heads up play – although the drill is supposed to have one or two ﬂips at the top of the 12m, if the
defense cheats take advantage of it.
• Rotate what side the ball is cleared out to each time.
• Defense – player down, communication and chaos.
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Institution: Northern Michigan University
Coach: Emilia Ward
Name of Drill: 4v? escalating

Description of Drill: Set up 4 attackers in box. Everyone else is lined up in opposite color below goal line
extended in one line ready to be defenders. Offense begins to move ball around, on each whistle a new defender comes into 8m. On the double whistle, the offense is live. You can add in as many defenders as you
would like in sequence to work on different situations (i.e.: even, player up, player down)
Equipment Needed: One Goal
Skills Emphasized: quick ball movement, communication, identification of numbers, different
defensive situations
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defensive communication when coming into 8m, sticks up and
big on defense, quick ball movement and spacing of offense
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Institution: Saint Leo University
Coach: Caitlin Hansen
Name of Drill: 6v1v2v3v4v5
Description of Drill: 6 attackers are balanced out around the 8M and a single file line of defenders are at
the top of the 30. Attackers hold their spots and move the ball around the perimeter of the 8M as 1 by 1 a
defender is added on the coaches whistle into the drill. When it’s a 6v1, the defender is chasing ball. When
it’s a 6v2, ball and 1 adjacent are covered. When it’s a 6v3, ball and both adjacents are covered. When it’s
6v4, ball, both adjacents, and then an adjacents’ adjacent is covered. When it’s 6v5, ball, both adjacents,
and both adjacents’ adjacents are covered. Coach should hold the release of the next defender until the
group that’s in there is moving and making sure everything is covered as a unit while attack continuously
moves the ball. Once the drill builds to 6v5, coach can blow a final whistle to make the drill live and allow
attack to go to cage. It’s now a 6v5 with attack looking to score and defense looking to get a stop and clear
above the 30.
*If attack does not find the open girl quickly, add in a 6th defender to work on finding the open girl quickly
defensively and then it’s even up 6v6 work.
Equipment Needed: 1 ball
Skills Emphasized: Communication on defense; moving & sliding on defense with a purpose when man
down; recognizing and finding the open girl quickly offensively
Diagram of Drill:

*Diagram continues on next page
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Defensively - Not sliding ball to ball (exception being the 6v1); making sure ball and adjacents are always
covered and farthest person from the ball carrier is who is left open; identifying who is the defender who
is doing the sliding; new defender is talking as they are entering the drill; player that has multiple players is
communicating
Offensively – Using the correct hand while the ball is working around the perimeter (skip passes are allowed while defenders are entering for added difficulty defensively); once released, finding the open
player (2v1) quickly and the open player recognizing she is the open player and moving to a position where
she is a threat
IWLCA DRILL BOOK
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Institution: Slippery Rock
Coach: Sarah Lamphier
Name of Drill: Zena
Description of Drill: This is played 5v5 inside the 12m. The rest of the team is split up into two groups waiting in a line outside the 12m. Both teams play attack and defense when the ball is turned over. You can do
this for number of passes or for time before they are allowed to shoot on the goalie.
The rule is if you are the person who turned over the ball you must step outside the 12m and run all the
way around the 12m. That means your team is down a player and they are no longer on attack. Now the
defensive team becomes the attacking team and they are trying to get 5-10 passes before being able to
shoot. Once that attacker who turned over the ball comes back to the spot where she started running you
add a new player in and the team is back to not being even.
***Note*** Goalie is a free agent and can come out to intercept if people are throwing near her.
Equipment Needed: 12m, 8m, goals.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: We want our attackers to be dynamic and force the ball on attack. We also
look for them to try and make a lot of quick passes when they are up a player and move the goalie. We are
also looking for our defense to try and be very agressive.
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Institution: SUNY Potsdam
Coach: Lauren Bruce
Name of Drill: Jail Break 3 v 2’’s
Description of Drill: Split up into two teams. 3 players from each team set up to start the game – one is
designated to be in “jail.” The game starts off with a coach sending out a 50/50 ball for a 2 v 2 GB fight,
once a team has possession, they must give a direct pass to their 3rd teammate in order to break her
out of “jail” – giving them an advantage in a 3 v 2 to net. If they shoot wide, or score, the 3rd teammate
returns to jail, and coach sends out another 50/50 ball to continue play. If the goalie makes a save, that 3rd
teammate still needs to return to jail, and the gk clears to the defending team.
When the defending team gains possession, either by the GK clear, or a CTO, then they will also need to
give their 3rd teammate a direct pass, in order to break her out of jail, and now they are up in a 3 v 2, and
attacking the same net. This continues with the same 6 players for a designated amount of time (ex. 60
sec). Use the possession clock to time it. Once the time is up, a new set of players come in to set up for the
next round of 60 sec. The teams keep track of goals scored, most goals scored, wins.
Equipment Needed: 4 cones, bag of balls
Skills Emphasized: ground balls, working for a good pass under pressure, communication, shot selection,
reaction, quick clear cuts
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: The player in “jail” can not move to cut for the ball, she is a standing target,
forcing her teammates to make that good pass with pressure on them. If they make a sloppy pass, and it’s
still on the field, it’s just another 50/50 ball for the 2 v 2. If it goes over her head and out of bounds, then
coach sends in another ball from restraining line to continue play. (can also start a 3 v 3 with the 4th teammate in jail, creating 4v3’s to net)
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Institution: Swarthmore College
Coach: Karen Borbee
Name of Drill: Add in drill
Description of Drill: This is a drill that can be done as a player up or a player down situation. The offense
is lined up on one side of the goal and the defense on the other. The coach has the balls and feeds. For a
player up situation – 2 offensive players and 1 defensive player comes out to start the drill. They receive a
feed from the coach and go 2v1. After either they score or the ball goes out of bounds, that play is over…
and if the goalie makes the save or the defense comes up with the ball, they must get the ball back to the
coach. After either the play is over or the defense clears the ball, another offense and defense player add
in and receive a feed from the coach. Now it ‘s a 3v2. They play that the same way and when the play is
over another offense and defense add in. This keeps going until it’s a 7v6. After that you can start over
again. For a player down situation – 2 defensive players and 1 offensive player come out to start and it
continues in that pattern until it’s a 6v7.
Equipment Needed: Goal and balls
Skills Emphasized: Player up and player down situations around the 8 meter arc.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: The emphasis when player up : Defense – communication, covering passing
lanes, and quick slides. Offense – finding the open player, passing lanes, and creating a 2v1 within any player up situation. When the emphasis is on player down: Defense – good doubles, communication, covering
passing lanes, and effective team pressure. Offense – escaping doubles, helping teammates caught in a
double, and composure under pressure.
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Institution: The College of Wooster
Coach: Katie Kocher
Name of Drill: 5-man Recovery
Description of Drill: Players start in five lines across the end line behind the cage. They then begin a 5-player weave to the center line. Once the ball reaches the center line, the ball carrier drops the ball and the
last two people who touched the ball are defense while the other three are the attack in a 3 v 2 coming
back in the direction that they started. Drill ends with a shot or a turn over.
Equipment Needed: Ball, cage, lined half field
Skills Emphasized: Passing on the move, moving to space in transition after passing, transition communication, player-down defense, player-up spacing and movement
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Stay wide in the weave; fill all the lanes; defensively mark ball high to force
an early decision; offensively maintain triangle, quick ball movement to disrupt defense
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Institution: Sewanee: The University of the South
Coach: Michele Dombrowski
Name of Drill: Pregame Build-up
Description of Drill: Attack and defense lines at the 12m. One defender is in the 8m; attack starts spread
around the 8m. Every third pass, another defender joins. Attack may not enter the 8m or go to goal until
they have a one-player advantage. They may, however, freely move around the outside to rebalance /
force the D to deal with switches.
4 attackers may go live after six passes; 5 attackers go after 9; 6 attackers go after 12; 7 attackers go after
15.
Depending on what you want to work, begin with 4, 5, 6, or 7 attackers.
Any defensive interception ends that round (can do after clear / one catch).
Equipment Needed: Balls and cones
Skills Emphasized: Quick ball movement on attack. Defensively, we emphasize communication, anticipation, slides, positioning, quick decision-making.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Sticks up; make short slides; communicate
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Institution: Sewanee: The University of the South
Coach: Michele Dombrowski
Name of Drill: Speed 4v3
Description of Drill: Set up 4A going to each cage from the 50 vs. 3D. Save or defensive possessions get
cleared to next group waiting at 50. An offensive turnover out of bounds is also a new ball/group of
attackers from 50. Only three new attackers come in from the 50; ONE of the previous attackers stays,
and joins in AFTER sprinting to the sideline (or other line). This rule was really designed to deal with field
player numbers, but works well to create depth and extra conditioning/communication.
Defense stays for 3 balls from the 50. After three balls, two subs come in (meaning one player stays for
six balls). One player subbing out SPRINTS to the other end; one stays (optional depending on numbers or
desire for extra conditioning).
We usually play three rounds of 5 minutes.
Equipment Needed: just the normal! BUT, this basically requires 24 field players and 2 goalies unless you
have attack and/or defense stay for longer.
Skills Emphasized: Different combinations offensively and defensively; conditioning, transition offense/defense, man-up/man-down
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: I like to see who embraces or avoids the extra conditioning. It also allows
me to see lots of different combinations offensively and defensively. Hard for players to hide skill issues!
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Institution: Tufts University
Coach: Courtney Shute
Name of Drill: 3v2 from behind
Description of Drill: Middle X starts with ball, begins after passing it to one of the other X’s
Attackers cannot go above dotted line
Equipment Needed: none
Skills Emphasized:
• Attackers work on cutting/feeding in small spaces
• Defenders work on communication, man down D, cross-crease slides
• Attacker needs to engage defender but look to utilize man up situation
• Defender that isn’t on ball should focus on communication where to force for help
• Helpful for goalie as well to work with defenders as to where the open girl is
Diagram of Drill:
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Institution: United States Merchant Marine Academy
Coach: Kyle Simensky
Name of Drill: Bingo Drill
Description of Drill: The “Bingo Drill” is a situational drill for both the offense and the defense. The drill
simulates a defender getting beat. It starts with the offense moving the ball around the outside. Once
the ball is all the way around we play 7v7 with free motion (no set formation or plays). The offense must
have constant movement but cannot attack the goal at this point. After 20 seconds or so, coach will call
out “BINGO” (extra players not in, can assist with the call). On “BINGO” the player guarding the ball must
immediately leave and sprint to the nearest restraining line or sideline and then hustle back into the play
(make sure an offensive player has the ball in their stick so there is no confusion on the part of the defense
on who has to leave). At this point the offense can/should attack the cage. Defense plays 6v7 until the defender returns. Continue to play until a goal is scored or the ball is cleared by the defense.
Equipment Needed: No equipment needed
Skills Emphasized: Defensively we work on communication along with sliding, second slide/backside help
and eventually recovery/matching up. Offensively we work on attacking the cage with unsettled offense,
draw and dump, backside cuts, quick ball movement and recognizing cutters and open space.
Diagram of Drill:
1. One time around then Free Motion

*Diagram continues on next page
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2. “BINGO”

3. Slide and Recover / Attack the cage

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Coach is looking for defensive communication and watching for first and
second slides with back side help. Also looking at offensive player movement, players should be attacking,
finding open teammates, looking to move the ball quickly and there should be good timing on cuts. Important not to crowd the crease and work to draw and dump.
Modifications/Alternatives: Can also be performed 6v6 or 5v5 to allow for more space offensively and
longer slides defensively or if you have a smaller number of players on your team.
Coaches can also designate each defender a number. Call a number instead of “BINGO”, whichever number is called that player must leave. You can also call more than 1 number at a time. (i.e.: “3 and 7”)
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Institution: University of Mary Washington
Coach: Caitlin Moore
Name of Drill: Hammer Drill

Description of Drill: For attack up, start 2 v. 1, for defense up, start 1 v. 2 and for even, start 1 v. 1. There
is a line of offense and defense on either side of the coach, who has the balls. The coach throws the ball
to the attack line (good or bad pass, or from a competitive ground ball between two attackers – whoever
wins it adds into the drill). This group plays out the 2 v. 1 until a shot or goal, and then remains in the drill.
After a shot or goal, add in +1 from each line (becomes a 3 v. 2). Work this until a 6 v. 5. Balls from the
coach should come quick (no clearing in this drill).
Equipment Needed: Multiple balls and a cage.
Skills Emphasized: Player up, Player down, even play that is often chaotic and quick (players must learn to
remain calm and composed). Players adjust shape and communicate shifts.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Quick play, communication, anticipates the next ball and appropriate shifts/
spacing.
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Institution: University of Pennsylvania
Coach: Kerri Whitaker
Name of Drill: Combo
Description of Drill:
• Fast paced & competitive game, warms up your entire team & GKs see a ton of shots.
• Played with tennis balls, this is a box 4v3 around the goal cage.
• Tennis balls force your players to really feel the ball and have good skills.
• Split your team in half with A/M/D evenly spread between the two teams.
• Each team will have five sets of 6 balls on attack while the other team plays D.
• Each group goes out & stays out for their set of 6 balls and then all players are subbed out with new
groups on – players do their own substitution.
• Coaches feed balls in from the top of the 12.
• While on A, team is trying to score as many goals as possible – keep score.
• While on D, team working together to limit opportunities for A & trying to bat, swipe, or ﬂick any
loose ball out of 8m so coach will whistle the play dead.
• As soon as whistle blows to end a play (goal or TO), a new ball is immediately passed in.
• After 5 sets, switch teams on A and D
• Keep score – points only for goals
Equipment Needed: Tennis Balls
Skills Emphasized: Stick Skills, Soft hands, Quick ball movement, Player Up - Player Down Skills
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Attack: Quick ball movement, deception, looking to get shots off
• Defense: Anticipate the pass and slide as ball is in the air, stay out of shooting space
• GK: always be ready for the shot, get to your post quickly
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Institution: Washington and Lee University
Coach: Erica Geremia
Name of Drill: Break Out
Description of Drill:
• 4 lines of O and 3 lines of D on goal line extended
• goalie clears to 1 of the O players breaking out from the lines farthest to the right and left
• the break out players exchange with a ﬂip/fake ﬂip above the 12m
• the 3 D and the 3rd & 4th O has stepped up and play out the 4v3
• all the balls are with the goalies in the crease
Equipment Needed: 7 cones, a goal and lots of lacrosse balls
Skills Emphasized: Speed, skills, dodging, attacking, defense, smart, quick and efficient decision making,
the move the ball fast, goalies practice clearing and attackers are practicing breaking out and cutting for
the ball
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Attackers maintain their space and move the ball fast. They must clear lanes
and cut through when need be, but holding space is key. Defensively, they must work on sliding and taking
up as much space as possible with their sticks up in the passing lanes. They must be in constant communication and the goalies must be ready to come out and be a 4th defender in certain situations; picking off
passes and picking up lose ground balls around the crease.
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Institution: Whitworth University
Coach: Noelle Brouillard
Name of Drill: 5 and 3 Box to Goal
Description of Drill: The drill begins with 4 cones placed in a box shape inside the draw circle. 5 attackers
will start out within the box. There will be 4 attackers on the corners of the box and 1 attacker in the middle. The attackers on the corners need to stay within a step of their respective cones, practicing good ball
handing and protection skills from the defenders. The inside “free range” attacker is looking to make good
cuts to the player with the ball to be an option for her attackers on the outside cones. Every three passes
that the attackers complete a defender will enter the box. They are looking to get the ball from the attacker or force an error, while remaining inside the confines of the box.
Attackers are aiming to make the playing situation an even 5v5 by completing 15 consecutive passes in a
row before the coach blows the whistle for play to continue to goal.
Once a defender successfully gains possession or causes the attack to make an error then the defense gets
rewarded. The defense get rewarded by an additional player being added down by the 8 meter. The attack
get rewarded with an extra player if they successfully build up to a 5v5 within the box. Play will continue
with that set of attackers and defenders even after the rewards are given to either side. At any point during
the drill the coach can double whistle, sending whatever combination are within the box to goal. This also
activates the players that were added down low into the play. The scenario is then played out until the
defense clears the ball of the attack scores.
Equipment Needed: 4 cones in the center circle, balls up top
Skills Emphasized: Unsettled situations, Defensive recovery, Quick ball movement
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: quick and accurate passes on attack, recognizing numbers up/down early
and communicating it to your teammates.
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Institution: Mercer University
Coach: Samantha Eustace
Name of Drill: “USA Drill”
Description of Drill: This is a player-up drill that begins with a 3v2 then progresses to a 4V3 and then to a
5V4. On a whistle Coach tosses a ball up to 1st attacker in line it’s a 3V2 and they are looking to score. The
defender up top is released on the toss of the ball. After the first ball either goes out of the 8 or a goal is
scored, whistle blows to signal next ball and next attacker and defender go in for 4V3. Next whistle and
toss of ball another A and D and now a 5V4. Keep track of points, attack 1 point for goal. Defense 1 point
for getting ball out of 8, goalie point for save.
Equipment Needed: 10 groups of 3 balls
Skills Emphasized: Quick ball movement, spacing on attack. GB’s and D communication
Diagram Of Drill: Attackers and half your middies line up to Coach’s left and defenders and other half of
middies line up to the right of C. After you are done with 10 groups of 3 balls, middies switch sides

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Quick ball movement, attack needs to maintain their space inside the 8 meter. Defense is working on communication and slides.
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Institution: York College
Coach: Jen Muston
Name of Drill: Fast break passing box
Description of Drill: This is a warmup drill designed for fast pace and lots of touches. Defenders should
rotate through all lines in the box and middies and attackers should rotate through all lines, as well as the
shooter line down low (We usually run two of these on each end of the field to get more reps in).
The box pattern happens first, and then the X player in green catches the last pass sprints down the middle
of the field to start the fast break. The attacker down low has to then sprint to get her spot. She can either
go to a high cone for a dodge/shot or a give and go pass back to her teammate, or go to the low cone for a
curl cut and shot.
Equipment Needed: Cones, lots of balls, goal cage with goalie or shooting net
Skills Emphasized: stickwork and accurate passes, fast pace passes, keeping your head up, finishing skills
on cage. Box can be large for long passes or short for quick passes.
Diagram of Drill:
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Institution: Dickinson College
Coach: Kim Masimore
Name of Drill: Cyn King of the Hill
Description of Drill: Progression working on attackers catching in small spaces and defenders using good
off ball defense techniques.
1. Box 10x10 yds with an attacker and defender inside. Feeders on each cone. Attacker starts with the
ball and passes to 1 of the 4 feeders and receives it back immediately. Attacker can go in any order,
but must utilize each feeder once for a total of 4 receptions inside the box. Can award points offensively/defensively, or could do it for time to see how many receptions attacker can make, etc.
2. Progression: 3 boxes set up in and around the 8m. Box sizes will vary based on skill level- but the top
2 boxes that are side by side should the same size. There is an attacker and defender in each box.
Ball starts at the top with an unmarked post player. This post player can feed into either of the top
2 boxes. Once a catch is made, the ball carrier then feeds the attacker in the box directly in front of
the cage. Once that attacker closest to goal receives, she looks to finish quickly. On the save/goal,
the goalkeeper clears to the defender directly in front of her and the defense must now work the
ball back through the grids, finishing with the unmarked post player at the top.
Reset when ball gets back to the top.
Equipment Needed: Balls, stick, cones
Skills Emphasized: Off ball defense and creating separation in a small space for attackers
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defensively- keeping attacker in front of you, stick in the passing lane, anticipating, discipline. Offensively- using the space that the defender is giving you, making contact before
exploding into the space you want to receive, using verbal and non-verbal cues when you want the ball,
working smarter not harder.
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Institution: Sewanee: The University of the South
Coach: Michele Dombrowski
Name of Drill: Clocked 7s
Description of Drill: Play starts with a 5v5 above the restraining line and a 2v2 group starts inside the 12m.
The 90-second clock begins with the first pass by the offensive team. After 3 (or 4 or 5) CONSECUTIVE
passes, the attack my go 7v7 to goal. If the defense gets the ball, they outlet it to a player who immediately sends it back in for the attack to work for 3 (or 4 or 5) consecutive catches. Catch count resets on
dropped balls or defensive possession.
Variation could be to play to both cages if you have enough players and goalies.
Equipment Needed: Cones and balls
Skills Emphasized: Skills under pressure and time constraints; transition offense/defense.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Cutting (hard and timing), awareness of time, composure under pressure
(player and clock).
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Institution: Alderson Broaddus University
Coach: Angie Rudy
Name of Drill: Navy
Description of Drill: The players will be playing a 3v3 inside of the 8 meter. Put a line of cones down the
middle of the 8. They are not allowed to cross the cones or step foot outside of the 8, if they do, the play
is done. The rotation will allow the players to play in each spot to see where they best fit in game play. The
idea is to work well with the space given to them and work well as a team.
Equipment Needed: Cones, balls, sticks, goggles, and goalies.
Skills Emphasized: Works on small spacing, picks or screens, creating space for a driver, and quick shooting.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Setting screens off ball, faking the pass, driving when there is an open lane,
smart passes, bell movement, effective shots that have fakes and are quick.
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Institution: Babson College
Coach: Michelle Smith
Name of Drill: 3v3 to 7v7
Description of Drill: Set up a 3v3 around cage. 3v3 below the GLE and a 1v1 at the 50 yard line with the
defender behind. The drill starts with a 3v3 around cage. The top attacker starts with the ball. Play out the
3v3 to a shot (goal or wide), turnover, or save. Once the initial ball is dead the goalie clears (on a save or
goal) to one of the three defenders in the 3v3. If the defense turns it over then that defender can start the
clear. The defense needs to get the ball up field to the attacker on the 50 yard line. That attacker is allowed
to cut off the 50 to get open for the pass. Once the attacker at the 50 catches the ball the trail defender is
released and can come into play. Also, once the attacker catches the ball the 3v3 below the GLE is released
to make it a 7v7. Play out the 7v7 until a goal, save or turnover.
Subbing: the top pair in the 3v3 become the pair at the 50 yard line. The 3v3 below the GLE become the
new 3v3 to start the drill
Equipment Needed: Balls, goal, one cone at the 50
Skills Emphasized: 2-player game, communication, clearing, team offense/defense
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Attack: Remind them to keep their spacing in the 3v3 and look to work the 2-player game options. In the
clear, focus on marking up quickly to eliminate the easy feed to the outlet player up top. The transition to
7v7 is a great opportunity for them to work on recognizing whether they are in a fast break versus slow
break situation based on the defense.
Defense: Emphasize their footwork and containing the 1v1 to the outside lane as well as communicating
about the doubles/slides and seeing both ball and player on the back side.
IWLCA DRILL BOOK
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Institution: Babson College
Coach: Ellison Sherrill
Name of Drill: 1v1 Build Up
Description of Drill: Set up four lines of attack, two low and two high, and a line of defense off to the side
of the 12m. Each attacker needs a ball to start the drill. To initiate the drill, one defender runs into the
middle of the 8m, and the coach can either call out one or two numbers between 1-4. If the coach calls out
one number, the attacker in that corresponding line goes to goal and they play out a 1v1. If the coach calls
out two numbers (ex: 1,2) the attacker in the line for the first number keeps the ball and the attacker in the
line for the second number drops her ball and comes in to play a 2v1 to goal.
To advance the drill two defenders run out and the coach can call two or three numbers. The same rules
apply, where the first number called is the attacker who keeps the ball. The other attacker(s) drop their ball
and come in to either play a 2v2 or 3v2. Finally, you can have three defenders run out and the coach can
call three numbers OR just one number. When the coach calls just one number then that attacker with that
number keeps the ball and all four lines are in for a 4v3. Play every round until a shot (on goal or wide) or
a turnover. Defenders need to run in quickly because the coach should call a new number once the group
before has cleared out.
Equipment Needed: Balls, goal
Skills Emphasized: communication, defensive positioning, quick reaction, player up on attack
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
This is a great drill for reaction time both offensively and defensively. The attacker with the ball needs to
work on recognizing whether they should feed to a teammate with a better angle or if they have a good
opportunity to go to goal before the defense can set up. Emphasize the importance of the defenders reaction to the numbers called and finding the ball before the attacker can make a play. Also, communicating
with their teammate once you start adding defenders.
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Institution: Bucknell University
Coach: Remington Steele
Name of Drill: Back to Back 3v3

Description of Drill: Fast and competitive 3v3 (can also be done 2v2 or 4v4) drill that encourages and
builds creativity. Players will line up on the sideline alternating teams (Ex: blue, orange, blue, orange, etc.)
Drill starts with ground ball, team that picks it up must complete one pass and then can go to goal. Both
teams can score on both goals, players/teams are encouraged to attack both goals and open up creative
scoring chances on both goals by cutting, feeding, and driving.
Equipment Needed: 2 goals, cones
Skills Emphasized: Creativity, handling the ball under pressure, feeding, and cutting
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Creativity, keep your head up/read your teammates, communication, moving with a purpose, attacking angles
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Institution: Central Michigan University
Coach: Mackenzie Lawler
Name of Drill: Cookie Cutter Coverage
Description of Drill: The drill is set to have two feeders behind GLE (they can be guarded, have a dummy defender, or unguarded based on your skill level). There will be cones set up within the 8 meter of a
“cutting zone.” The cutting zone can be in different shapes including a circle, square, diamond, triangle,
lane, etc. (how we got the name cookie cutter) and different locations within the 8-meter. The attackers
are trying to feed the ball and score but can only score if they catch the ball within the cutting zone. The
defenders are trying to knockdown a pass to force a turnover.
The drill can also be done where the feeders change locations. We do this in two ways.
1. There are 4 stationary feeders on the outside (2 down low and 2 up top). They can be guarded or
unguarded depending on skill level. Then there will be a small group on the inside working (usually a
3v3 up to a 5v5).
2. The drill starts as a 5v5. The 5 players must rotate as the feeder for their team. Once they do not find
a pass a teammate pops out for an outlet, and then they go inside the 8-meter to cut. This scenario
can make for faster ball movement and more live situations as the players can feed anywhere outside the cutting zone.
Equipment Needed: Goal, cones, balls
Skills Emphasized: Defense is working on fronting their cutters and staying in the lane. Offense is working
on explosive cuts, feeding to space, and finishing in small spaces.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defense – Staying in front of cutters, playing the lane, being low/engaged off
ball, knowing ball location for the angle of your body. Offense – explosive cuts, using your outside hand,
tight finishes, passing to space, working in stacks/setting picks.
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Institution: Christopher Newport University
Coach: Stephanie Athens
Name of Drill: Two turn, defensive drill
Description of Drill: This is a defensive drill focusing on crease work. This drill can be used to focus on turning the attacker inside in order to avoid being beat on the topside or forcing out away from the cage. One
defender will be in for two balls. The first ball is thrown to attack #1 who will challenge the right side of the
cage. The defender in is working to approach with break down steps then using their legs to drive out the
attacker. That attacker will then turn to the outside and throw the ball to attacker #2 who is now driving to
cage from the left side. The defender is now recovering and needs to take the correct angle to be back in
position to approach with break down steps and drive out the attacker. Once it is played out that defender
is done and you can now rotate.
Equipment Needed: Cones, nubs (if you would like to work on your defenders footwork), and balls.
Skills Emphasized: Focusing on defensive approach, break down steps, forcing out and recovering on the
right angle.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Defender needs to approach, staying low and making contact with the attacker. Once contact is
made using your legs to drive them in the direction the defender is forcing.
• On recovery, defender needs to take the quickest angle to set themselves up for success.
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Institution: Christopher Newport University
Coach: Lisa Valentine
Name of Drill: Fitness 7s
Description of Drill: This version of 7v7 is a creative way to incorporate more players and improve fitness
levels. Assign 4 attackers and 4 defenders to one end of the field. Place a 7v7 unit on the other end of
the field. A coach tosses a ball in to the offensive unit and they play out that ball. If they score within 90
seconds, they get another ball from the coach. If the defense gets a stop: the 4 attackers and 4 defenders
sprint to the opposite restraining line, the goalie sprints to the near side restraining line and all midfielders sprint to the opposite end. It is a free transition (no ball). Once all six midfielders get down the field
the coach tosses a ball in to the offensive unit and the pattern repeats. If you’d like to incorporate using
the sub box you can run lines of midfield as the ball transitions. For example: blue midfielders would play
offense, then defense, then sub off for a new line of midfielders to come in.
Equipment Needed:
Equipment: 2 Goals & Balls
Players: At least 22 Field Players & 2 Goalies.
Skills Emphasized: You can emphasize any particular concept in the 7v7 portion of the drill. The added
fitness component challenges players to compete at a high level and execute even when they are tired.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Offensively they are in control of how much they have to run based on executing an offensive set.
• A good opportunity to get a feel for or coach your desired pace of play.
.
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Institution: Colgate University
Coach: Laura Bernotas
Name of Drill: Volcano

Description of Drill: This is an add-on drill designed to have players adjust to new settings and situations.
Place 7 attackers wide on the perimeter with the defenders just outside the 8M. As the Ball is quickly
moved around the perimeter, blow the whistle for the attacker with the ball to drive to cage. As this 1v1
is occurring another ball will begin to be moved quickly around the perimeter. The attackers should have
adjusted to the new number of players on the outside. As the 1v1 ends on the inside, the players remain
inside for the next whistle. Blow the whistle again and the attacker who has the ball on the outside will
drive in now working the 2v2. Again, immediately start with a new ball on the outside as the attackers
move into a set up with only 5 on the perimeter, being aware to pinch to space. Continue this progression
until the last drive starts a 4v4 on the inside (there will be 3 attackers moving the ball along the outside at
this time). The final whistle signals a live 7v7. Defenders are only live then their attacker is involved in the
play. Perimeter defenders can not crash in when they are not involved – only look to be aware of where
the ball is being played.
Equipment Needed: Balls (Cones if needed to work on spacing along the perimeter)
Skills Emphasized: Solid drives, dodges and 1v1s. Proper communication and adjusting to the new settings.
Diagram of Drill: Start with 7 Attackers out wide – Defenders should be pushed outside of the 8M to give
space.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Coaching Points of Emphasis: Awareness and adjusting to new settings.
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Institution: Davis & Elkins College
Coach: Malorie Stockwell
Name of Drill: Mouse Trap
Description of Drill:
4V4 set up below the restraining line. You will have midfielders up at the 50-yard line, three together
shoulder to shoulder facing the opposite side of the field. Coach will roll a ball out ahead wherever he/she
chooses, short or long, left or right to enhance the challenge. The three midfielders fight for the ground
ball. Whatever player gets it becomes offense and is now trying to move it into the offensive end to play
the player up 5 v 4 situation. The two midfielders who did not win the groundball are now defensive players in a double team trying to force the offensive midfielder out on a sideline and trap her to turn the ball
over.
If defense does not get a turnover, they play the offensive middie to the restraining line then stop there
allowing offense to cross. The defense set up below the restraining line now must communicate how to
slow the fast break, while the settled offense needs to find the advantage to score.
If the defensive midfielders do cause a turnover you may choose to restart OR allow them to now be the
new offensive player trying to get over the line while the other two become defensive middies.
If a goalie makes a save- play the clear to the 50.
Equipment Needed: Balls with coach at the 50-yard line.
Skills Emphasized: This drill helps with a variety of different skills. Player down/up in the offensive end,
doubles in the midfield to represent a ride/trap, fast break, as well as other basic lacrosse skills.

M

M

M

Diagram of Drill:

Coach

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Make sure there is contact and pressure in the trap with the midfielders, focus on appropriate double teams and try to turn them back to where they came
from. On offense spread out to make the defense work to find the seam where someone has
2 to split. Defensively, communication is key- who has 2, who is sliding when ball moves etc.
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Institution: Davis & Elkins College
Coach: Malorie Stockwell
Name of Drill: Fast & Furious 4
Description of Drill:
You will set up pairs in sets of 4 on the restraining line (or the 50). They stand back to back. Offense faces
coach and opposite end of the field, while the defensive line faces their keeper. Coach rolls a ball to any of
the 4 offensive players and whistles to start. The goalie is not allowed to call anything until the whistle. The
object for offense is to gain the fast break and score, while the defense has more objectives.
Defense does not know where ball is immediately, this forces them to turn their bodies and use correct
footwork to get around and find ball, communicate and take the approach into slowing down the fast
break and pushing the offensive players back out to where they came from.
If a goalie makes a save- play the clear to the 50.
Equipment Needed: Balls with coach at the 50-yard line.
Skills Emphasized: Communication, defensive footwork and approach to make contact on the fast break.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: If a defender gets beat, they must call the help and crashing after being beat
is vital. Have defenders get their bodies around using appropriate footwork and approach. Offensive players should push the break to work the defense by trying to use different sides and strong/weak hands.
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Institution: Fairfield University
Coach: Laura Field
Name of Drill: Ghost Drill
Description of Drill: Set up as a 5v4 or 5v5 with 5 attackers in lines around the 8m and the defense already
in place inside. The attack should have at least 3 people in each line and balls in every line. The drill will run
for 3 offensive sets until the defense, and the drill, resets. The first ball can come from any offensive line
and is played out until it drops or is scored. Immediately following the end of the first ball the first group of
attack will clear the drill and the second set of 5 attackers should put the ball into play from any line they
choose. At the conculsion of the second ball in play that group of attack will sprint out of the drill and the
final group will begin play with the ball coming from any of the lines of 5. The defense will remain in the
drill for all 3 balls and should be sliding and recovering to the new ball in play as well as calling out the ball.
The offense should be ready to go and communicate who is starting each rep so that there is no lag in the
play and that they are able to catch the defense off guard and attack from the most advantageous angle.
Equipment Needed: Balls, sticks as normal
Skills Emphasized: Awareness, player up/player down play, communication
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: The drill can be even or player down defensively and this is primarily an
early practice/warm-up drill for defenders. The focus defensively is communication and sliding (especially
player down). Offensively it should be taking advantage of the defenders being out of place and reading
the situation.
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Institution: Frostburg State University
Coach: Hayley Whear
Name of Drill: 3 v 3 half arc

Description of Drill: Have 3 attack players and 3 defensive players lined up every other one on the restraining line. Roll out a ground ball and have the two teams fight for the ball. If the defensive players come up
with the ball they need to clear it up past the opposite restraining line. If the attack gets it they go in to do
a 3 v 3 on half of the arc. Play until a shot goes in or the goalie successfully stops it and clears to the defensive end where they need to clear up to the restraining line.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Ground balls, Attack: spacing in the 8, Defense: communication and sliding in a tight
space
Diagram of Drill:
GB

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Fighting for the ground ball is the initial point of the drill. Making sure to use
each other in small spaces and spacing so girls have a lane to drive. Getting the ball out of the 8 immediately if it is on the ground.
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Institution: Gordon College
Coach: Jane Ward
Name of Drill: Second Ball
Description of Drill: Two from team A and team B set up on the corner hashes, two from Team A and team
B set up on the restraining line. The coach rolls/throws a ball in and the team to get it is on attack, the other team on defense. When the ball is scored, saved, turned over, or goes out of bounds, the coach whistles
and a second ball is put in play by the coach as the two from teams A and B enter from the restraining line.
The team to get the second ball is then on attack and the other team on defense, regardless of who was on
A and D for the first ball. Ball is in play until it is scored, saved, turned over or goes out of bounds. This drill
can be done starting with a 1 v 1 and working up with one from each team at a time and go up to a 5 v 5 as
well. There are many iterations.
Equipment Needed: Goal, cones, balls, whistle
Skills Emphasized: 1 v 1s, draw and dumps/give and goes, ball awareness
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
1. Know where your help is coming from, especially when the second ball comes in
2. Communicate on both offense and defense
3. Stay focused and involved until you’re off the field
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Institution: Hendrix College
Coach: Liz Daly
Name of Drill: G.C.P (Goal. Cutter. Pass)
Description of Drill: G.C.P (Goal. Cutter. Pass)
Equipment Needed: 5 cones, balls, and at least 10 players
Skills Emphasized: 1v1s, dodges, feeding, timing, and communications
Diagram of Drill:
Start with a 1v1 from the top left point. After the drive the diagonal partner (X3) can cut for a feed from
X1. If no feed available, X1, can pass to either X2 or X4 and play out the 4v4.
Repeat for each position of X1-4, with diagonal partners cutting.
End round with a GB to goal from X5 position (two midfielders) or one attacker coming in for a 5v4.
** This is a very fast paced drill

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Attack:
• Drive to goal
• Timing of cuts
• Movement
• Spacing
Defense:
• 1v1 defense
• Communication
• Adjustment to game like situation
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Institution: Hofstra University
Coach: Shannon Smith, Shanna Brady, Torin Varn
Name of Drill: 3v3 Quick Ball Low
Description of Drill: The drill is a 3v3 from behind. To start the drill, 3 defenders and 3 offensive players are
running circles around the crease in opposite directions. A coach will stand at the top of the 8m, and throw
a ball out of bounds the simulate a missed shot. Once the coach shoots the ball out of bounds, players
must back up the shot.
If offense picks it up, they are dodging quickly off the end line and they must have some sort of exchange
(pick, slip, ﬂip, fake ﬂip) with a teammate before they can score. Offense must always have an attacker
behind.
If defense picks up the ball they must clear it to the restraining line while the attackers ride.
Equipment Needed: None
Skills Emphasized: This drill is used to help us play quickly off the endline, and to get into positions off ball
to pratice free movement. The drill also helps with our 2-player game from behind the cage as we are forcing our players to exchange. The drill also helps us recognize space off the ball, as the 3rd attacker must
cut, clear through, or fade to open space.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: As coaches in this drill we emphasize free movement, getting the ball inbounds as quick as possible, anticipating the play, as well as dodging, and 2-player games behind and
around the crease.
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Institution: James Madison University
Coach: Kerry Stoothoff
Name of Drill: 3v3 Split
Description of Drill: The field is divided in half creating a boundary for the attack to stay in. This is to force
offense to create space and finish in a small area. Ball can start with any of the offense to draw the double
team and exploit the easy pass and shot. The field can also be divided across the elbows to isolate high
dodgers and the crease.
Equipment Needed: Cones, cage, and a 12 meter.
Skills Emphasized:
Offense: drawing a double, making decisions under pressure, exploiting a 2v1
Defense: forcing the ball, jumping a double, communication, slides
Goalies: being active, communication, anticipation
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Offense: Draw the double - pull out - handle the pressure - hit the outlet - exploit the 2v1 - finish
Defense: Force wide to keep low angle shots - send doubles and jump ball – slide accordingly
Goalies: Be active – if defense jumps the ball step out to pick off the pass or serve as another defender
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Institution: Lynchburg
Coach: Bruce Reid
Name of Drill: Draw Circle 1v1
Description of Drill: The team is divided equally into two teams. Each team is lined up on either side of the
draw circle. One player from each team lines up ready for the 50/50 ball that is thrown out by the coach. It
is then a 1v1 to goal. They must stay within the draw circle.
Equipment Needed: 1 goal, bucket of balls, 10 cones (to make goalie crease)
Skills Emphasized: Boxing out, ground balls, shooting, body defense
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• First step is in front of opponent
• Staying low, boxing out opponent and cutting off their angle to ball
• Offense
• Throwing a fake
• Accurate shot placement
• Defense
• Keeping attacker to one side of draw circle
• Goalie
• Communicating which side to force
• Team
• Grit and competitivness
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Institution: Marymount University
Coach: Kate Athing & Jaylen Schulte
Name of Drill: Saint Drill
Description of Drill: The 8/12 m arc is split down the middle from the top of the goal circle. 3 offensive
and 3 defensive players are on both the left and right side of the 8/12 m. One O/D player is just below GLE,
another right outside the 12 at the elbow, and another at the top of the 12m. This is mimicked on the other side as well. The drill starts with an outlet from the goalie to one of the offensive players at the top of
the 12m. The player with the ball drives in and forces a double from her defender and adjacent defender.
She now has to move the ball after possessing for 3+ seconds and almost create a player up situation. The
only caveat is that you have to stay on your respective side--you may not cross the line drawn through the
middle to either dodge or create space.
Equipment Needed: Balls, sticks, goggles, mouthguard
Skills Emphasized: Defense: doubling/containing & moving/shifting to open players
Offense: Moving ball after double (keeping head up in double), finishing inside 8m, finding the open player,
creating space for teammate
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Keeping head up when being doubled, change direction and pull defenders away from offensive in double, when playing defense--containing in the double, communication with
teammates on both sides, finishing inside
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Institution: Mercy College
Coach: Dawn Sachs / Joe Corace
Name of Drill: Whistle Drill
Description of Drill: This is a 7 on 7 situation with the offense moving the ball and making moves to the
cage looking to score while the defense defends. This should be played out as a normal 7 v 7. When the
coach blows the whistle, the defender on ball will sprint out and past the attacker who has the ball (removing herself from the play) forcing the remaining 6 defenders to communicate, shift, slide and recover. The
defender who was forced out must go 10 yard past and re-enter into the recovery of the defense. Once
the team has the gist, you can blow the whistle more often allowing the defenders to have to think quicker.
Equipment Needed: 1 ball
Skills Emphasized: This drill will promote cohesiveness throughout the defense and allow the offense to
understand good lanes to take and how to move the ball correctly when defenders are forced to slide to
you.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defensively: Slide to cover ball and everyone recover. Offensively: Move
the ball quickly and find the open player from where the slide came from and move it two spaces to get an
open shot.
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Institution: Princeton University
Coach: Kerrin Maurer
Name of Drill: Tornado
Description of Drill: Tornado is an even sided drill that focuses on double teams and recovering out of
double teams. The drill begins with 5 offensive and 5 defensive players around the crease. Attackers move
counter-clockwise while defenders move clockwise. The coach rolls a ball out into space and says the name
of the attacker they want to get the ball. The closest 2 defenders immediately double team. The play is
played out until there is a shot/goal or turnover. You can then choose to play whether to have attackers
ride and defenders clear the ball to the restraining line or midfield.
Equipment Needed: 5 Offensive Players, 5 Defensive Players, Goalie, Balls
Skills Emphasized:
Defensively-Executing double teams, locking off adjacent outlets, effective sliding, clearing
Offensively- Getting out of double teams, outlet passes, finding the backside, riding.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Oﬀensively• Running through the groundball and attacking the outside shoulder of the double
• Having outlets on both sides of the ball, outlet cuts through if they are locked off
• If outlet cuts through other players need to filter to be an outlet
• Moving the ball twice out of the double team to find the backside
• Curling into the ball to create better angles for shots/feeds
Defensively• 2 defenders contest the ground ball immediately when the ball is rolled in by coach
• defenders communicate and stay in double until it is broken
• backside defenders are communicating where the open player is and slide in the correct manner
and play out the 5v5.
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Institution: Robert Morris University
Coach: Rachael McKinnon
Name of Drill: Double Team Ladders

Description of Drill: Drill starts with Attacker, Defender, Attacker, and Defender running through the ladder
in that order. One group goes to the right; the other group goes to the left. The third and fourth defenders
come through the ladders and sprint to touch the top of the 12 before turning to the last attacker who
is coming through the ladder with a ball. The attackers job is to S-out of the double team and hit one of
their two options on attack without turning the ball over. Defensively, the focus is to get in and turn quick
enough to close the double team. Players should rotate being the last attacker, to work on keeping their
feet moving out of the double team.
Equipment Needed: 2 ladders, bucket of balls
Skills Emphasized: Movement out of a double team, footwork and movement off ball.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: First two attackers going through need to work on timing their cuts off ball
to be an outlet for the attacker in the double team. Attacker in the double team needs to keep her feet
moving to hit one of the outlets without a knockdown. Defensively the focus is communicating and closing
the double team to force a turnover.
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Institution: SUNY Cortalnd
Coach: Kelly Lickert-Orr
Name of Drill: Crash
Description of Drill: This drill works on the defensive component of crashing to the ball and recovering for
a 1v1, after the 1v1 is played out a second ball is thrown in for them to work on getting a GB out of the 8m.
Offensively this drill works on catching the ball on the move, making quick dodging decisions, and getting a
shot off quickly.
Equipment Needed: Coach, bag of lacrosse balls
Skills Emphasized: Crashing inside the 8m where the pass went to, recovering out and working on approach for 1v1.
Diagram of Drill: Pass enters the 8m to the coach, on ball defender crashes, coach passes back out to offensive player who catches the ball on the run, and takes a shot staying on their “half” of the field.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defensive communication, calling out CRASH when the ball enters critical
scoring area. Stopping the 1v1 and getting the grub ball out of the 8m to start transition for the offense.
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Institution: Trinity College
Coach: Kathryn Dissinger
Name of Drill: Forced-Double Drill or Early Slide
Description of Drill: This drill is to help build confidence with your defenders when they jump doubles in a
man-defense (could also help with a zone if tweaked). Attackers are working on getting out of a double and
releasing a safe outlet pass or feeding through pressure. Ideally they are trying to move it and find the 2v1.
It starts out looking like a five of die (five defenders/five attackers). The balls are fed in from the restraining
line. The attacker that is fed the ball MUST make a drive towards net and engage the double. The defenders have to communicate who is jumping the double/where the slide is coming from. The middle attacker
can take her defender away from the drive or stay posted up. That will change which defender is pushed to
the double. Once the double has been sent, if the ball gets out, they just play the 5v5 out.
Stipulations:
• Low attackers cannot attack behind the net and high attackers must attack towards the middle so
the double makes sense to jump.
• Defenders MUST double – even if it feels awkward
Equipment Needed: Balls, players and a net!
Skills Emphasized:
Defensively
• PUSH DOUBLES
• Closing the space
• Causing a turnover
• Communication
Attacking:
• Getting out of a double
• Making a feed through and around pressure
• Finding the 2v1 quickly and holding space
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Defensively:
• Solid 1v1 d even as the double is joining
• The defender joining the double, come in higher than you think and on a C angle
• Close the space and lock on hard
• Physically push the player to go to the double if close enough
• Sometimes we will only allow one defender to talk – encouraging those with softer voices to
be direct
Oﬀensively:
• Turn your hips to get out of pressure and attack one side of the double
• Lead with your stick and make sure you can see it/it is in front of you, almost pulling you
• It is okay to pull the pressure out and take your time making the feed – longer slides for the
defense.
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Institution: United States Coast Guard Academy
Coach: Katie McHugh
Name of Drill: Double Team Drill
Description of Drill: To start the drill have three defenders set up on the 8m (one at the center hash, one
at the first inside hash, and one on the elbow) only using half of the 8 meter. Have the attacker set up with
each defender on the 12m, the attacker lined up wtih the defender on the center hash drives the seam
while the defender next to ball engages in the double, the defenders ride the ball out until the attckers
moves the ball to her teammate. The 2v1 pushes to goal with the one defender recovering from the double team.
Equipment Needed: Balls
Skills Emphasized: This drill is designed to help the attack push the 2v1 to goal and practice getting the
feed off when there is a double team on. For the defense this drill is designed to practice trapping and
ridindg the ball out in a double team with the one defender recovering to the 2v1 once ball moves.
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Communication on defense
• Attackers engaging in the double and running out until the can get the ball off safely
• The 2v1 pushing the player down situation to goal
• The defender recovering to open player
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Institution: University of California-Davis
Coach: Suzanne Isidor and staff
Name of Drill: Out & In recovery
Description of Drill: 4v4 box with a cone central. The inner cone represents the 8m and the 4 cones on the
outside where the attackers stand are outside the “8m.” Focus is to have all defenders touching the “8m”
cone. As ball swings around perimeter with attackers, the defender on ball approaches out while the other
three call help left, right, and second slide help. The defender that approaches ball must break down feet,
stay tall and have a direction in mind to force ball. As ball moves, player on ball recovers in and next defender pushes out.
Equipment Needed: 5 cones, a ball and 8 players (4 A and 4 D) 6x6 yard box (dice)
Skills Emphasized: Working on defensive approach and direction. Seeing ball and player as adjacents are
communicating. Be sure all defenders adjust to see ball and player, and don’t cheat out (until you allow
interceptions). Attacker on outside avoid switching in front, not a lot of movement off cone, using proper
hand keeping stick to the outside and away from defender.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defense have sticks up, do not approach square to attacker. Don’t cheat out
off cone until ball is in the air (can adjust to style of defense.) Attackers send fakes and use proper hand.
Defense be loud and in the attacker’s face and on her hands. Can progress with intercepting the ball with
proper timing.
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Institution: University of Scranton
Coach: Cindy Wilson & Rachel Perla
Name of Drill: 1v1 to 7v7 Build-up

Description of Drill: Begin with 1v1 from midfield. After initial 1v1 plays out, the first pair stays low. A ball
is tossed to the next attacker in line, and another defender is released as well, turning into a 2v2. Continue
adding pairs until you reach 7v7.
Variation: hold either A or D adding in to work on player up/player down situations.
Equipment Needed: balls, goal
Skills Emphasized: slowing/pushing the fast break, cutting back to ball in transition, finding the open person (if player up), utilizing your space, communicating defensively
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: going hard to goal, slowing the ball early defensively, quick ball movement
to move the defense, working as a unit in different combinations
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Institution: Ursinus College
Coach: Katie Hagan
Name of Drill: Steve Nash 1v1s
Description of Drill: 1v1s at game speed
Equipment Needed: 4 cones. 2 cones per side. Extra cones down the middle of the 8m if you want to
emphasize forcing a certain direction, to the defense, or give them a sense of boundary. “keep out”
Skills Emphasized: Playing Fast
Defense—matching speed of attacker, break down steps and getting into position quickly to get out and
defend. Emphasizes urgency in their play and execution. Pressuring out high where they are exposed.
Attack—Get out fast—change of speed—attacking fast. Changing direction on a dime and attacking at the
defender quickly. Dodging—timing, speed and change of pace.
Diagram of Drill:.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: One side goes at a time. Coach up top w/ the balls. On the whistle 1 Attack
and 1 Defense sprint from GLE up AND around their cone. As the attacker is turning the corner around
cone, coach tosses a ball. Attacker is catching the ball on the move and attacking right at the defender.
(defender does NOT make play at initial pass—allow attacker to catch it).
Defense--Focus on defensive positioning, feet (direction), hips, contact. Knowing where you are on the
field and what you are trying to take away.
Attack—Play Fast and make decisions/moves quickly. Focus on getting to the cage North/South, not East/
West. Work for a great shot—the one you want. Don’t let defense dictate. Play fast!
Tips:
-Extremely difficult and frustrating for the defense because they are exposed. They learn to love it.
-If defense is getting toasted, try matching A/D up based on speed or abilities. Allow them to have success.
-Sometimes drill can be too fast for players. Start by manipulating matchups, or delaying the throw to the
attacker so the defender has time to get set.
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Institution: Utica College
Coach: Kristin St.Hilaire
Name of Drill: Control with pressure
Description of Drill:
Attack at X behind cage
Two lines up top and two defenders in the 8m (one on the elbow, one in the middle)
Ball starts with group 1, they make contact with defender, roll away from pressure and pass to group 2
Group 2 receives ball, defender comes out to challenge her.
Player must get her stick free from defender and pass it to the low attack rolling the crease
Low attack rolls the crease looking for a feed from up top.
Equipment Needed: Cage and lacrosse balls
Skills Emphasized: Rolling away from pressure while protecting your stick and looking to feed
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Protecting your stick
• Moving away from pressure
• Head up and making the pass while under pressure
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Institution: Utica College
Coach: Robyn Carroll
Name of Drill: Battle
Description of Drill:
Ball starts with a 1v1 down low with Group 1
Once Group 1 is done they stay in the drill
Coach will roll a ground ball out to Group 2
Group 2 two has four lines: two lines one color and two lines a different color
They battle for ground ball and bring it down for a 3v3
Equipment Needed: One Cage and lacrosse balls
Skills Emphasized: Dodging, Ground balls, and getting open for ball
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Driving around your defender for a quick shot on 1v1
• Getting low and driving through ground ball
• Defense finding an open player and dropping into the 8m quick after ground ball
• Offense head up looking for quick feeds and working together to get open
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Institution: UVA-Wise
Coach: Meghan Dennehy
Name of Drill: 8 meter build up
Description of Drill: This drill starts with an 8 meter shot. There will be 2 attackers and 3 defenders. One
of the attackers will take the shot, the other attacker and 3 defenders can position themselves where ever
they would like. Whether it’s a save, goal, or shot goes wide the goalie clears to one of the 3 defenders
while the two attackers redefend. After the clear, the defender will clear to one of two lines of attackers
that are at the 30 (or higher depending on where you want the transition to start) after that pass is made
both attackers as well as the other 5 players are live and transition down to a 4v3 to cage. Once the play
ends the two attackers that were up high for the clear stay down on 8m to start the next play. You can
switch up the defenders every few reps or rotate them through.
Equipment Needed: Cage, balls and players!
Skills Emphasized: Placement, communication on the 8 meter shot, clearing ball quickly with D breaking
out, transitioning ball back to cage quickly, and finding the open player.
Diagram of Drill:
1. Set up, clear

2. Clear with Transition back to cage

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Make sure the player taking 8m comes off the line (doesn’t go straight in to
the goal) so that she moves goalie with her shot. After shot, it’s a quick change of roles as now attackers
have to mark up to slow the clear. Then vise versa after D clears up to either line up high, they have to
quickly mark up and drop. Make sure the 4 attackers are creating space in shape of a box and not going
below GLE. Quick ball movement while D works on sliding.
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Institution: Vassar College
Coach: Judy Finerghty
Name of Drill: 3 Second Drill
Description of Drill: There are three lines of attackers balanced across any part of the 12m, 4 defenders in
the 8. Coach throws ball to one of the first attackers. Each attack player has a maximum of 3 seconds to
possess the ball (coach starts and calls out a new verbal count with each pass). The attacker has to either
drive and shoot, or pass within 3 seconds. If she cannot get a shot or pass off, she must turn and pass
to the next player waiting in any line (and the player who passed back replaces to the back of that line).
Defense is constantly double teaming and pressuring the ball carrier. Set up a defensive rotation so that
a new defender or two (or entire unit) rotates in after each goal. This is a tiring drill if the defense plays
hard. A variation is to require two passes after any attacker sends the ball back to a player waiting in line.
This encourages swing passes to attack the weak side, and forces the defense to rotate and readjust. Can
keep score between attack and defense.
Equipment Needed: Goal cage, a few balls
Skills Emphasized: Attackers have to handle pressure, play with head up and move the ball. Defense has
to rotate, communicate and work on both 1 v 1 and double team defense without fouling.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
The tendency for some attackers is to hold the ball too long. Encourage them to get rid of the ball before
the count reaches “three.” Remind them that it isn’t a sign of failure if they have to turn and pass back to
the next player in line, rather it is smart to protect and move it rather than to take a low quality or dangerous shot through heavy pressure.
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Institution: Walsh University
Coach: Christy Mitchell
Name of Drill: Slide/Talk/ Interception Drill

Description of Drill: For 3-5 consecutive minutes, have the defensive players continually sliding in a low
shuﬄe around the 8, while the 4 attackers pass around a ball (carefully) through the 8 to each other in a
random pattern. Defense keeps their head watching ball, yelling where ball is, sliding and looking for interceptions. Once they rotate to the crease, they quickly run through the crease and slide again once they
reach the opposite side of the 8. Rotate players after time is up.
Equipment Needed: Lined field, player equipment and balls
Skills Emphasized:
Defense:
• Sliding, good quad work out
• Holding stick up in lane of pass
• Talking/saying where ball is
• Looking for interceptions while moving
Attack:
• Careful ball placement
• Outside hand passing

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Great drill for making defense concentrate on multiple things. I emphasize
how low they are sliding and how loud they are talking. Every once in a while they may get an interception
as well. For attack, they are making more risky passes than usual, but I emphasize pass accuracy, safety,
and passing with their outside hand.
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Institution: Washington and Lee University
Coach: Erica Geremia
Name of Drill: Grub Ball Drill
Description of Drill:
• 3v3 to cage – leaving from 6 cones set up to the side of field
• 2 teams set up on the side of the goal out past the 12
• 1st gb from behind cage, 2nd and 3rd gb from up top (3 gbs in one set)
• If D receives the ball, they must clear it past the close restraining line – Offense is riding
then the next ball is rolled in quickly
Equipment Needed: 6 cones, a goal and lots of lacrosse balls
Skills Emphasized: speed, skills, dodging, attacking, defense, smart, quick and efficient decision making
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: This is about making quick decisions when you’re tired. The first ground ball
is meant for a fast break for an attacker who is the quickest off the line or the defender to clear it fast by
getting off the line the quickest. The second and third ground ball is about working together and valuing
the ball. The best thing about this drill is you can make it whatever you want too. For example, player up
for the attack or sending a trailing D from the restraining line… etc.
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Institution: Wesleyan University
Coach: Kim Williams
Name of Drill: Money Ball
Description of Drill: Set up a standard 7v7. You can begin the drill with more of a shell 7v7, holding your
attack from cutting through or you can allow them free movement. Set up your defense in the defense
of your choice. Have the attack begin moving the ball, but don’t allow your attack to shoot yet. Have a
second ball ready (should be a different color ball – MONEY BALL). After the attack and defense gets into a
rhythm, coach throws in the money ball to an attacker. The money ball is the only ball that the attack can
go to goal with. Drill ends with a turnover or goal. Coach can decide whether to hold the drill longer by
throwing in a new yellow ball on a quick turnover.
Equipment Needed: Ball of a different color (money ball), yellow ball, 12 meter
Skills Emphasized: Offensive movement, defensive movement, awareness, communication, focus
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Oﬀense –
• This drill is set-up to be chaotic. Offense will be passing around two separate balls, one of
which they can score with, and one of which they cannot. They need to be aware of both
balls while taking advantage of any opportunities they have to score with the money ball.
• Because they are passing around two balls, communication and awareness are vital. They
need to constantly keep their heads up, communicating when passing and receiving the ball,
and always keeping their head on a swivel.
• With good passing and movement, scoring opportunities will be created, and they must be
able to be aware of those opportunities.
Defense –
• Defensive communication and awareness are crucial. With the first ball, defense is expected to play their defense full out, focusing on pressuring ball (if a part of your defense), their
approach, off ball defense, positioning, communication and keeping the CSA protected.
• Once the second ball is in, defense now must be alert and aware of two balls. Off ball awareness is critical, especially keeping the critical scoring area covered. Although the attack cannot score with the 1st ball (yellow ball), defense needs to be ready to protect the middle with
both the yellow and the money ball, stopping any scoring opportunity.
You can decide to expand off of this drill in different directions (adding in different movement, clears, zone
vs. man defense, etc) while keeping in the same chaos of having two balls, and one of which can be scored
with.
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Institution: Wofford College
Coach: Ceri Miller
Name of Drill: 3v3 Double Team
Description of Drill:
• Split the 8M in half
• One attacker high, one on the wing, one low
• Two defenders on the high attacker, one defender splitting the other two attackers
• Caoch throws the ball in to the attacker with two defenders on her (they let her catch and then the
drill begins)- she must handle the pressure for 5 seconds then eveyone else can go live
• Continue the drill 3v3
Equipment Needed: Balls and cones
Skills Emphasized:
• Offensive: handling pressure and a double team, pulling out and creating space, stick work, moving
your feet, finding the open player
• Defensive: double teams with the right amount of pressure, footwork and breaking down steps,
defending the 2v1
Diagram Of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Offensive: stay calm, be composed
Defensive: be agressive but clean, communication is key
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Institution: Albright College
Coach: Jen Willis
Name of Drill: 6 person passing
Description of Drill: Six people in essentially a 2-2-2 format on the 8 meter (2 behind, 2 on elbows, 2 up
top). The upper left line starts with the ball and passes to the player behind the crease on her same side.
The player behind the crease runs the ball behind the net, as the player from the top line cuts toward goal
on the right side. Player from top line catches from crease player and shoots. Then crease player cuts from
behind net to receive from the left side elbow line and she shoots. Repeat on opposite side.
Equipment Needed: Cones, balls
Skills Emphasized: Stick work, shooting, quick ball movement
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Emphasize seeing the net before you shoot and shot placement. With this
drill sometimes the players try to shoot before even receiving the ball. Can also emphasize “little hands” in
the 8 to protect your stick in traffic. Quick ball movement and quick release when catching and passing is
also emphasized.
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Institution: Aurora College
Coach: Christina Fried-Bonaparte
Name of Drill: Figure 8 Shooting
Description of Drill: Feeders line up around the outside of the 8 each with a ball in their stick. One attacker stands in the middle of the 8 meter with two cones on either side of them. The attacker needs to be
moving around the cones in a figure 8 pattern asking for the ball from each feeder. The attacker should be
catching the ball above the cones and finishing their shot below the cones. Once the attacker shoots all the
balls then they rotate and have a new attacker in the middle. The person at X will pass the feeder new balls
from a ball bucket to keep the drill moving. There is a goalie in the cage.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Catching and shooting inside
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Calling for the ball, getting hips square to feeder, coming across the cage,
locating the goalie and fake to finish.
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Institution: Bard College
Coach: Mary Kate Scardillo
Name of Drill: Bowtie Passing

Description of Drill: Warm up stick work drill that incorporates both passing and ground balls. The players
who catch the ball in the air, roll a ground ball to the next player. The players who receive a ground ball,
throw the ball in the air. Depending on the number of players in the drill, can add multiple balls. See diagram below. Catch & Roll, Scoop & Throw!
Equipment Needed: 4 cones & 1-2 balls
Skills Emphasized: communication, passing, catching, ground balls
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Communicating with teammates about where the ball is coming from
• Timing of cut towards the ball
• Running through the ball whether it’s on the ground or in the air
• Moving the ball quickly to the next player
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Institution: Colgate University
Coach: Heather Young
Name of Drill: Bounce Back Footwork Shooting Drill

Description of Drill: Place a ladder on any angle from the 12M to the 8M. Place the bounce back at an
angle inside of the 8M. Have you players start at the 12M and go through the ladder, with their stick and
ball. When they are nearing the end of the ladder, have them release the ball to the bounce back (while
finishing the ladder) and run full speed to receive the catch off of the bounce back. Focus on proper, fast
footwork as well as having their head/eyes up to see their pass/catch. Once they receive their pass, they
should be keeping their stick between their shoulders to protect on their shot. Have coaches or injured
players standing near the bounce back with pool noodles. Have them waving the noodles in front of them
as well as going for any ‘checks’ if the player exposes their stick outside of their shoulders.
Equipment Needed: Ladders, bounce back, pool noodles, balls, goal
Skills Emphasized: Footwork, shooting, keeping your head/eyes up, protection while shooting
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Fast feet, Eyes up, Good ball handling skills, hand/eye, running through traffic (aka the pool noodles) and not fading away from cage, stick protection- keep it between your shoulders.
Add in any number of ‘noodlers’ to the drill to cause as much chaos for the person receiving the pass off
the bounce back as well as on their shot.
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Institution: Florida Tech
Coach: Corinne Desrosiers
Name of Drill: Toughness

Description of Drill: Four-corner passing, with an attacker in the middle of the paint, and a no-holdsbarred double team on her.
Equipment Needed: Sticks, balls, cones if wanted. Goalie in the cage.
Skills Emphasized: Offensive: communication, getting open with double coverage, protection and possession and finishing inside a pressure situation. Defensive: double-teams, fronting the cutter, denying pass,
causing a turnover at any point.
Diagram of Drill: Split into two teams – black and white. If white starts on the offensive, four feeders
outside the 12 in a box with balls and a fifth (the shooter) inside the 8M. Black would throw two players
on in a double team. Each team starts with X amount of sprints (we usually do 20). For every goal, a coach
knocks off one sprint. Must catch – a dropped ball doesn’t get a shot. White would get everyone inside,
then switch teams and black would feed and shoot. At the end of the drill, everyone hits the endline and
runs out how many sprints their team has.
F = feeders
S = shooter (same team as feeders)
D = defenders in double

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Attack – creative, explosive, quick cuts! Tuck that stick and FINISH – no shots
right at the keeper! Feeders communicate, move your feet, and get the ball in there fast and accurately –
no turnovers from the non-defended feeders. Defense – be tough, but focus on your communication with
your partner, stick the double! Footwork, getting in front of cutter and picking the pass off is huge – we’d
rather play offensive-minded (proactive) defense than reactive defense. If it never gets to the double and a
shot, we’re happy!
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Institution: Grand Valley State University
Coach: Alicia Groveston
Name of Drill: Shooting Shuttle Progression
Description of Drill:
Drill starts with 2 lines; one either side of the 8M elbows. Ball starts on either side – change it from day to
day. Attackers cut towards each other, ﬂip pass stick to stick, then drive to goal. Progression is to add in a
second pass before the shot.
Move lines to center of the 8M and add in a feeder from behind - attackers stagger their cuts one after another. Feeder can choose to pass to either 1st or 2nd cut. Attackers can choose to shoot directly after pass,
or can look to work with other cutter. Switch sides or have two feeders – just make sure cutting line knows
where the ball will be coming from.
Final progression is to add defenders on the cutters and/or on the feeder. Once the ball is in play, you can
turn this into an even small sided game (3v3) or a player-up situation for the attack.
Equipment Needed:
Balls
Cage
8M
Skills Emphasized:
Offensive Creativity
Stick Work
Shot Placement
Moving the Goalkeeper
Finishing your cut and the shot
Cutting hard to goal
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Angles of approach
Moving the Goalkeeper
Shot placement
Encourage creativity
See what the defense gives you
Sealing off your defender
Finishing your cut and the shot
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Institution: Kennesaw State University
Coach: Laura Maness
Name of Drill: NP Warmup
Description of Drill: Stick work/warm up drill
Equipment Needed: Ball for each partner/ stopwatch, maybe cones
Skills Emphasized: quick stick work, repetition, stick protection, quick pivots

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Set up with both partners on sideline (spread out using entire sideline)
Person 1 cuts out and pivots at the men’s box line (use cones if you do not have men’s lines) person 2 passes. 1 quickly passes back. Person one keeps going six times cutting out, pivoting, passsing back, touching
sideline then cutting out to box line again. Time this 28 seconds for 6 reps. Push-ups for every second over.
Then switch person 2 cuts out, pivots at men’s line, catches and passes back, and person 1 is the feeder.
We do all right handed 6x each, left handed 6x each, c-cuts 6 times right, c-cuts 6 times left, ground balls
to 6x each, ground balls away 6x each. All timed. Can add in off stick catching and over the shoulder if
wanted.
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Institution: Marquette University
Coach: Caitlin Fifield
Name of Drill: Pick & Roll Shooting

Description of Drill: This drill is designed to get high shot reps while also focusing on the fundamentals of
picks.
Equipment Needed: Ball bag, four cones (if necessary), at least 8-10 players
Skills Emphasized: Picks, rolling off a pick, turning down to cage, shooting
Diagram of Drill: The set up of this drill is four lines in a box set up with balls in each line. When the right
side is picking/rolling, the left side will be responsible for feeding and vice versa. X1 starts by setting a pick
for X3. X3 will come off the pick and receive a pass from X2 and shoot. X1 will then roll off the pick and receive a pass from X4 and shoot. Immediately after the shots, X2 will begin her pick for X4. X4 will come off
pick and receive a pass from X1 to shoot. X2 will roll off the pick and receive a pass from X3 to shoot. This
should be run at a game speed with emphasis on the pick & roll footwork.

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• Planting feet on pick and angling body for teammate to come off
• Rolling off a pick
• Cutter being able to use a pick to get your defender stuck
• Feeding
• Shooting/finishing
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Institution: McDaniel College
Coach: Kristin Ramey
Name of Drill: Partner Box Passing

Description of Drill: 2 players per box. Set the cones about 10x10yds apart. Player A starts with ball and
passes to player B. Once received, the player with ball will sprint to opposite cone. The player without the
ball will shuﬄe to opposite cone (Fig 1). Player A will communicate and demand the ball back. Once player
A receives the pass from player B, she will turn and sprint to the cone she just came from, player B will
shuﬄe back (Fig 2). REPEAT.
Equipment Needed: 1 ball and 4 cones per pair
Skills Emphasized: STICKWORK. Communication with passing and catching on the move with quick change
of direction.
Diagramof Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Coach can run each round for 30 – 45 sec, and make sure to do 2 rounds per
set (ie. Starting back at the same cone, have Player B begin with ball/pass) so they are catching/throwing
with the opposite hand during the same off ball movement. Once you finish a set, you can switch the shufﬂe to carioca, backpedal, sprint, etc. The player off ball should demand the pass or call name of teammate
to work on communication. The player with the ball should be in full sprint and just beating the player
without the ball to the cone. This drill works on catching under pressure (time) and when fatigued (constant movement w/ a lot of touches). Match sticks, or use outside hands when catching/throwing. Coach
or players can add a consequence if there is a dropped pass in their 30 sec round (ie. add another round,
or add time to that grid).
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Institution: Merrimack College
Coach: Julie Duffy
Name of Drill: Inception

Description of Drill: This drill is meant to work on stick work, teamwork, and mental toughness.
Groups of 3, two balls. The person in the middle is going to take as many reps as they can until they tap
themselves out or their teammates see they are getting too tired to keep working hard. Middle X starts
with no ball, picks a side to starting sprinting towards, catches the ball, gives it back to that post, touches
sticks with that player, then sprints the to the other post catches the ball, gives it back, touches sticks with
that player. They go back and forth (Think their own personal shuttle or a worker in the middle drill) until
they can’t go hard anymore.
Equipment Needed: Balls
Skills Emphasized: Stick work, Conditioning
Diagram of Drill: We use the football numbers on the field for our two post to set up on.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Go hard! The body can do more then the mind allows it too. Teammates
need to be super encouraging on the outside, but also hold their teammates accountable for working hard.
Switch both left and right hand. You can always add other stuff.
We have also turned this into a competition. Whichever team that can get so many up and backs first wins.
We usually set it at 50 ups and backs to win.
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Institution: Piedmont College
Coach: Laura Patton
Name of Drill: Give and Go shooting on a Fast break
Description of Drill: This drill is a quick stick work and shooting drill designed to get players to think about
continuing to move through a fast break even after passing the ball.
The ball starts with a player above the restraining line on either side of the field. These spots are where
the lines are as well. Then there is a player a few yards above each elbow outside of the 12m and a player
at each X spot behind the cage. Only one side goes at a time. Once the drill starts, the player above the 12
receives a pass from the player who begins with the ball. That player then pivots and passes to the player at X on the same side. Once she makes that pass, she speeds up and receives a give and go pass back
from the player at X then shoots. The rotation is: the next person in line starts with the ball above the RL,
the player who started with ball now becomes the player above the 12 (shooter), and the player above
12 becomes the player at X (previous player at X goes to the back of one of the lines above RL). While the
other side of the field is working, this rotation can happen. You can eventually add defense to this to make
it more realistic and emphasize catching under pressure and getting the ball moving quickly.
Equipment Needed: Balls, Cones, Cage, Shooting Net (maybe goalie).
Skills Emphasized: Quick stick work, Catching away from your defender, Shooting, Feeding, Speed through
the 8m
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: This drill should be fast paced, game speed. I emphasize speed and quick
stick work. The player at X must catch and feed right away (quick stick the ball). I emphasis catching with
your “outside hand,” so in this drill it will be the hand closest to the sideline or away from defense if defense is added.
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Institution: Post University
Coach: Kayte Mills
Name of Drill: Quick Shot
Description of Drill: Coach starts above the center of the 12m with a pile of balls. There are two feeders
outside on the right and left sides of the 12m. Inside the 8m is a line of cones splitting the 8m down the
middle. On either side of the 8m is one attacker and one defender. The coach will first pass to the right
side feeder who is then looking to quickly feed to the right side attacker inside the 8m. The defender is
trying to deny the pass and/or shot. The attacker is to throw a quick dodge/fake/hitch and get the shot
off. The coach then passes to the left side feeder who is doing the same thing but on the left side. The drill
should move very quickly with teammates switching while the coach is running the drill on the opposite
side.
Equipment Needed: Cones and balls.
Skills Emphasized: Skills emphasized are timing the feeds, getting open in the 8m with pressure on, defending inside the 8m, dodging, faking and shooting.
Diagram Of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
For the feeder: receiving the pass and getting off a hard, direct feed with good timing to the attacker inside.
For the attacker: getting open and in good shooting position when receiving the feed, faking & throwing a
nice inside shot.
For the defender: seeing ball and player, denying the pass, solid defensive positioning on a threat inside
the 8m, knowing when to use body position and when to check to deny the shot.
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Institution: Rollins College
Coach: Dennis Short
Name of Drill: Team Meatloaf
Description of Drill: A full team stick work warm up and communication drill
Equipment Needed: 6 cones (although you can use 8 or 10 depending on size of team)
Skills Emphasized: Passing, GB’s, Communication
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
1. Communcation- lots of balls ﬂying around. Communicate to teammates so no one gets hit
2. Catching/passing/GB’s on the run at different angles
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Institution: Rowan University
Coach: Lindsay Delaney
Name of Drill: Open Cone
Description of Drill: A passing drill with hidden conditioning that works the timing of cuts, using your outside hand, and communication.
Equipment Needed: 4 cones, 1 ball
Skills Emphasized:
• A lead pass
• Using your outside hand
• Limits cradling
• Quick switches
• Communication
• Timing of cut
• Keep head up
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
A2 will cut to the open cone and A3 will hit the cone with a pass, as A2 is receiving the ball A1 will cut to
the open cone and get a pass from A2.
A2 will receive ball, switch hands, and hit the open cone A1 is going to
Quick ball movement and communicating a step ahead
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Institution: Savannah College of Art & Design
Coach: Adrienne Berkland
Name of Drill: Doubles Shooting
Description of Drill: This is a high energy defensive doubling drill that incorporates shooting under pressure.
Equipment Needed: 6 cones, plenty of balls, goal and crease
Skills Emphasized: Defensively this works on communication and closing the double team. Offensively this
works on breaking through a double team to get off a shot, or recognizing when to pull out and get out of
the 8M. It also forces the shooter to immediately redefend after their shot.
Diagram of Drill:
1. 2 sets of three cones set up like a triangle on the corners of the top of the 8M.
2. One line behind each set of cones. Player A weaves through the cones and shoots without a defender, shooter immediately goes to play defense on Player B.
3. Player B weaves through the cones for 1v1 to goal, after shot Player A and B go to double team
Player C who should start weaving through the cones as soon as Player B released the shot.
4. Player B and C now go to play defense on Player D, Player A goes to the end of the opposite line.
All shots will now have a double team.

Double team should not start until the ball handler gets through the cones
For added stick work, have the player next in line roll out a groundball to start each cycle.
Oﬀensive player should focus on not turning her back to the defense while weaving through the cones.
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Defense needs to communicate who is putting on pressure and who is closing the double team, emphasizing specific communication. The attacker needs to analyze the situation to
see if they can break through the double, get past the double or if they need to pull out of the 8M. Remind
defense to remain tight on the attacker the entire time they are in the 8M even if they start to pull out.
Attackers need to remember that after the shot is taken they are required to play defense to get them in
the habit of redefending.
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Institution: Southern Virginia University
Coach: Nancy Webber
Name of Drill: X-Box
Description of Drill: This is a great passing and picking drill that helps the athlete learn how to move
around the 8 with purpose. This can and should be run from both sides.
Equipment Needed: Pile of balls with first player
Skills Emphasized: Passing, Picking, Cutting with purpose, Give and Go
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Always cutting with purpose, looking for a drive first and then passing and
cutting.
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Institution: University of Michigan
Coach: Ana Heneberry
Name of Drill: High Fives
Description of Drill: The drill helps defenders to see their opponent’s stick/opportunities to throw checks
and take the ball away.
Equipment Needed: Cones
Skills Emphasized: Checking, peripheral vision, footwork
Diagram of Drill: Set up two sets of cones about 5 yards away from each other horizontally- as shown
below. Attacker are using the top set, defenders using the lower set and the players should be the distance
you would be on a 1v1. Both the attacker and defender will be shuﬄing between their cones (without
sticks) with the attacker leading and the defender is mirroring, the attacker periodically throw up their
hand right by their head (where they would cradle their stick) and the defender (using the hand their stick
would be in) has to reach out and slap their hand. The attacker shouldn’t keep their hand there for more
than 1-2 seconds and the defender should keep her eyes set on her attacker/her hips. Have each pair go
for 30 seconds to a minute with at least 4-6 opportunites for the defender.

Coaching Points of Emphasis: The emphasis is throwing checks without losing body positioning or selling
out and getting beat if you miss. You can adjust the defender’s positioning if you are working on angles/
forcing.
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Institution: Wheaton College
Coach: Emily Kiablick
Name of Drill: 5 Line Shooting Drill

Description of Drill: Goalies face 5 shots (10 if you do two consecutive rounds). Goalies are challenged to
track the ball, face a variety of shots, and move post to post throughout the drill.
1. F1 passes to S1 as she crosses the GLE. S1 should shoot early, at a low angle.
2. Immediately following the shot goalie sets up to track the feed from F2 to S2 (again an early low
angle shot).
3. Goalie finds F3 who feeds to S3 for a quick stick shot.
4. Goalie finds F4 who feeds to S4 for a quick stick shot.
5. S5, who already has a ball, carries it to the top of the 8 for a power shot.
Equipment Needed: Goal, fan, and lots of balls
Skills Emphasized: Goalies, ball tracking and angles
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: All passes should be stick to stick….it’s game like for field players and requires the goalies to have to cover more angles. (F1 – feeds left. S1 – shoots right. F2 – feeds right. S2 –
shoots left. F3 feeds right. F4 – feeds left. S4 – shoots right. S5 – shoots right or left.)
Goalies need to stay disciplined about tracking the pass and not cheat to the shooter before they have the
ball.
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Institution: College of the Holy Cross
Coach: Amanda Belichick
Name of Drill: Self Start 5v5
Description of Drill: Fast paced transition drill designed to teach players to play quickly and focus on free
movement and quick starts.
Teams line up on opposite sides of the field, and play 5v5 plus a goalie. The drill is continuous, and players
sub on the ﬂy. All out of bounds, fouls, goals, etc. are self starts and play never stops. No 8 meters – all
fouls are reset towards the middle of the field as “indirect” and out of bounds balls are carried in to start
the play again.
Equipment Needed: 2 nets, balls, and 2 teams. Width of field can be as wide as you want it to be. Width
of the field is 20 yards and length is the width, or a bit shorter. No space behind the goals. Good for full
team drill.
Skills Emphasized: Transition, quick starts, and instinctual play.
Diagram Of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Keeping the pace of the play up, and the instinct of starting quickly or assessing the situation before starting the play. Transition attack and defense, and communication between
sideline and players on the field as the play changes.
The drill can be changed to accommodate other concepts, but we use it as a fast paced transition drill
where teams have to react quickly to the changing situations.
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Institution: Cornell University
Coach: Jenny Graap, Bill Olin & Margaret Corzel
Name of Drill: Big Red Release
Description of Drill: Set the field with 3 marked pairs on both ends and 3 lines of middies on either side
of the 50 on the sidelines. 2 red lines and 1 blue line of middies on one side of the field and 2 blue lines
and 1 red line on opposite side. Have a coach on both sides to roll out a competitive groundball. The drill
starts with a 2 v 1 groundball away on the 50 yd line. If the pair wins the groundball, it’s a 5v4 break going
towards their offensive end. If the single player wins the ground ball, release two of her color from the
far side to create a 6v5 going to their offensive end. Play out the 5v4 or 6v5 then reset the field. Alternate
which group of 3 is rolled a groundball. You can build the drill to 4 marked pairs for a 6v5/7v6 or make it
smaller with only 2 marked pairs at both ends for a 4v3/5v4.

Equipment Needed: Balls on either side of the 50 yard line. Shot clock set at 25-30 seconds.
Skills Emphasized: Fast Break Offense and Transition Defense
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
1. Groundballs
• 2 person team→1 player needs to box out so her teammate can scoop GB.
• Single player→ Protect stick and keep cradle low to maneuver out of double.
2. Defensive Focus
• Time the slide to the ball making sure pressure is on the ball at 5 yards outside the 12m
• Communicate to trailing midfielder on where to recover
3. Offensive Focus
• Create space to lengthen defensive slides; low A be willing to dive underneath vs staying
wide.
• Cut into high percentage shot locations
• Play FAST!!!!
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Institution: Juniata College
Coach: Naomi Radio
Name of Drill: 11-Person Drill
Description of Drill: Fast-paced, continuous 3v2 drill on a shortened field (play across the width or bring
second cage up to the circle) that begins with a quick outlet pass from the GK.
Equipment Needed: Balls, Cones
Skills Emphasized: Quick transitions, attacking/defending the fast break
Diagram of Drill: *shown on full field but we shorten by playing across or bringing a cage up to the front of
the circle

-Drill starts with a GK in each goal, 4 outside lines as shown, 2 waiting defenders on one end (triangles),
and 2 attackers in the middle (circles). GK 1 outlets to first player in one the outside lines on their end
(circle), player with ball attacks middle, other 2 attackers fill lanes and play 3v2 against 2 waiting defenders
(triangles)
-Next players in 2 outside lanes (squares) enter as new waiting defenders
-If goal or save, GK 2 quickly outlets to player in one of the outside lines on their end (X) who attacks the
middle and players who were just defense (triangles) fill lanes and attack 3v2 the other direction. Players
who were just attacking fill in outside lines and one player from both outside lines on that end enter to be
waiting D.
-If turnover, D can pass to GK so she can outlet (or coaches can allow D to attack the other end immediately and one outside player will join in)
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
A: Quick outlet pass, attacking middle on fast break, filling lanes/spacing, reading the defense
D: Stopping ball, communicating, anticipating the next pass
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Institution: Longwood University
Coach: Elaine Jones & Stephany Parcell
Name of Drill: CBL- Clears, Bounce Back, Ladders
Description of Drill: This clearing drill starts with a clear on one end and finishes with a 1v1 on the other
end. There are 2 bounce backs set up at the center circle area. Line 1 must first go through a ladder, receives a clear, and then throws to line 2. Line 2 receives the pass, passes to bounce back, and makes long
pass to Line 3. Line 4 times her run through the ladder. Line 4 goes through the ladder, receives a pass
from Line 3 and takes a 1v1 with waiting defender to cage. GK then clears to Line 5 going the opposite
direction with same pattern down the field to the 1v1. If you have additional bounce backs to use, we progressed to using 4 in this drill.
Equipment Needed: 4 Ladders, 2 bounce backs, balls.
Skills Emphasized: Clears, Hand Eye Coordination/reﬂexes, footwork, stick work, 1v1’s.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Adjusting your feet/stick to the ball coming off the bounce back. Cutting back up to the ball.
Connecting long passes. Effective clears. Finishing the 1v1.
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Institution: Marquette University
Coach: Meredith Black
Name of Drill: 2 Ball Marquad

Description of Drill: Set up a full field clear (white vs. blue) with 4 pairs of middies between the 30’s (instead of 3). The lines of the field are boundaries for each position. So the attack and 4 D on one end are
stuck below the 30. The middies are all stuck between the 30’s and the 4 attack and 4 D on the other end
are all stuck below the other 30. Each goalie clears a ball at the same time from opposite ends. The ball
is cleared out to low D, they have to hit a middie and the mids get ball to A end. If the other team causes
a TO or the attacking team had a TO, that ball is dead. If one or both of the balls get successfully down
the field, that side plays a 4v4. Give points only for goals. There are two balls going at once. (Yes, there is
a chance that a middie can be wide open because the player guarding her is also going for the ball. That
means there are 3 other middies who are not being used so they can go double the ball or help out in
some way). Sounds confusing and it is at first, but once the drill gets going, the team has to communicate
and have a nose to goal to be successful.
Equipment Needed: 26 players, 2 balls, full field lined.
Skills Emphasized: This is a transition drill that focuses on timing of cuts in transition, using all positions to
get the ball up the field and communication through all levels.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Communication, taking care of the ball, working together, nose to goal mentality, competiveness, always looking to help your teammates out & awareness.
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Institution: Merrimack College
Coach: Emily Boerger
Name of Drill: 2v2 into 3v2 Full Field Build Up
Description of Drill: We start with a 2v2 PPOM (partner pass on the move) race to midfield. Whoever gets
to midfield first continues with ball to cage. The losing team has to drop the ball and send one. NOW, as
players we have to pay attention because if blue is smoking the white in PPOM then white just needs to
drop the ball and go!
As we cross midfield to the other end we have a player up situation. 3 blues to 2 whites. The white defender staying low needs to stay home as long as possible. We never want to slide low to high obviously
because then we have a “monkey in the middle” situation and the attack will just dump it over.
We play it out for a quick fast break goal or slow break goal. If we cannot score in a FB or SB we kill the drill
for the next group.
Equipment Needed: 2 cages in their creases. A bag of balls on one end of the field. (The end that you start
on).
Skills Emphasized: We are hitting stick work (partner pass on the move), conditioning (full field transition).
The attacking unit is working on a player up situation while the defense is focused on a player down transition situation in where we need to make sure slides are on point and communication is high.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
• If we can get the goalie active a little bit to discourage the dump over from the attack or to help player
up situation that would be awesome. If we do not have an active goalie on the team then we have to
adjust.
• If the coach wants to make all one team true offensive players and the other team all-defensive players
that’s fine. Sometimes our defenders with the ball can be a little scary.
• Defensive: High communication in this drill. From the very beginning when realizing to send the one
out of the PPOM. All the way to the end of communicating when to slide and from where. As that attacker with ball comes in the defense is going to want to slide high. Stay home and protect the house!
• Offense: We are staying spread out and not allowing 2 defenders to guard 3 attackers. Remember the
ball moves faster than the defensive slide. We want to move the ball like a hot potato. Ideally we are
looking to score in 1 to 2 passes from a FB aka fast break.
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Institution: Moravian College
Coach: Kristen Nicholson
Name of Drill: All-In Transition Drill
Description of Drill: Split into 2 teams. Cones are set up towards sidelines at the 15yrd, 30, 50, opposite
30, and 15. Players set up opposite teammates in a zigzag pattern up the field. GKs clear to first cones on
the 15s, teams then transition the ball up field (zigzag) in a race to the far cage. First team to come around
the back side of the far crease is on attack, other team is on defense. The ball is now live for a full field
scrimmage back to the close cage with the GKs.
Equipment Needed: Balls, cones
Skills Emphasized: Stick work, long passes, GK clears, live play, defensive transition
Coaching Points of Emphasis: Moving off ball, cutting for the transition pass, lacrosse IQ and reading the
play to set up down field.
Diagram of Drill:
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Institution: Skidmore College
Coach: Elizabeth Ghilardi
Name of Drill: Green vs White Transition
Description of Drill: Two teams work to transition the ball through 5 players up one side of the field and
finish with a shot. Each team keeps the ball on their own side and is working on the timing and shape of
their cuts. It is a race against either the other team (first to 10 goals), or a specified amount of time to
transition the ball successfully (no drops and a goal). If the ball is dropped they finish the clear, but need
to hit the trail player and start the ball again. Last pass is a give and go to cage for a shot. The next ball
is started from the goalie when the player at the far restraining line catches the ball. Field players follow
their pass and a new player is added in to receive the clear.
Equipment Needed: two cages and balls
Skills Emphasized: Midfield cuts
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Run through your catches, leading passes and timing of cuts – if ball hits the
ground, re cut. Game speed.
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Institution: Southern Virginia University
Coach: Nancy Webber
Name of Drill: HoughTRAILing
Description of Drill: Warmup drill to get the players thinking about long passes and a backpass option
Equipment Needed: Balls and players
Skills Emphasized: You need a series of long and short passes in transition as well as forward and back
passes.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Give and Go, Sometimes you need to pass back to move forward, Keep your
feet moving!
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Institution: SUNY Geneseo
Coach: Carly Ritchlin
Name of Drill: PRESSURE PASSING

Description of Drill: Pressure passing in the midfield. Groups of 4. 2 Attack players 1 on the 30yd the other on the opposite GLE. 2 Defenders on ball. Defenders pressure ball carrier until AFTER the completed
pass is made to the Attack player on the GLE. The Attack player with the ball has until the opposite 30yd to
make the pass to the player cutting back from the GLE. Defenders are all over the ball carrier with pressure- making it really difficult to get the pass off. You can have players restart and go again until a completed pass is made. Each player rotates to each position after each set.
Equipment Needed: Players, their sticks and balls.
Skills Emphasized: Pressure passing in midfield with defense.
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: All players fight for any GB’s. Defense come up with GB 1 completed pass
out. Attack comes back up with it, continue with pressure to the 30yd and completed pass to player cutting back from the GLE. Defense back check when attack looks to pass. Attack needs to protect stick under
pressure and protect stick on the pass.
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Institution: Coast Guard Academy
Coach: Mary Heneberry
Name of Drill: Four Square (Possession Drill to Goal)

Description of Drill: The drill begins with one offensive and one defensive player in each square. The offensive players must complete a pass into each square before they are released to cage to play out a 4v4.
Build Up: Add 2v1, 2v2, 2v3, etc. waiting beneath the restraining line
Note: The ball may (and probably will need to) return to any offensive player that has already completed a
pass to encourage all players to remain active in the drill as outlets and ball movement through each box.
Equipment Needed: Cones, Balls
Skills Emphasized: Possession, quick and accurate ball movement, creative passes, fast transition to cage
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Value possession of the ball, look to push fast break if it’s there, recognize
if defense has an opportunity to jump the double right away at midfield, learning/seeing where to create
space right away for ball to transition towards cage.
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Institution: University of Notre Dame
Coach: Katie Powell
Name of Drill: Tribute

Description of Drill: A transition drill to focus on player up opportunities. This drill is progressive so aspects of the drill can be altered to create new challenges.
Skills Emphasized:
Attack
• Eliminate the defense as high up the field as possible with quick ball movement/ up cuts
• Find the “2 vs. 1” as quickly as possible for high percentage shot opportunity.
Defense
• Slow play the ball and shift as needed
• Recovering D get to backside
• Communicate; “Ball” “2”, “Even”
Diagram of Drill:
• All midfielders start at opposite “30.” There are 3 midfield lines. 2 lines are GREEN and will fight
for GB to play “A.” 1 line is BLUE (volunteer as Tribute) and is the recovery D.
• Winner of GB plays “A.” Loser of GB will go to BLUE midfield “Tribute” line and have to be next
recovery defender.
• Recovery defender released once 50/50 GB is possessed.
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Institution: University of Pennsylvania
Coach: Karin Corbett
Name of Drill: GB War Clear
Description of Drill:
• Split team in half, evenly by position including GKs.
• The goal line / end zone area the Restraining Lines, and we use the men’s blue lines for their faceoff as the sidelines. In other words, shrink the field.
• Begin with players lined up on the “sidelines” on both sides 3v3 on each side for a total of 6v6. GK
are on opposite Restraining Lines from one another
• Coach sends out a 50/50 ball and all 6 players on each team compete for possession. The team
who wins the ball must pass to their GK who is at the RL for a point.
• The GK must now clear the ball to her team, who is trying to transition the ball over the other RL
• Like in football, the team may carry or pass the ball over the goal line
• Play each ball out like you would in a game so that if it goes OOB, other team brings it on & tries
to clear.
• Award 1 point for initial GB and successful pass to their own GK, and an additional point for a fully
successful clear across the opposite RL. A caused TO also earns 1 point if you successfully complete a pass off to your GK.
• New sets of players come in after each ball is played and crosses the opposite RL.Players do their
own subbing
Equipment Needed: Bag of balls, can put a time limit on possessions with the shot clock if desired
Skills Emphasized: Groundballs, Clearing, Riding
Diagram of Drill:

Coaching Points of Emphasis: the groundball, importance of midfield play, denying cuts and looking to
time your cuts for the GK, bumping and looking to double in the ride, working on quick restarts from out of
bounds and off fouls
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Institution: University of Southern Maine
Coach: Ashley Durepo
Name of Drill: 6 v 6 v 6
Description of Drill: Divide your group into three even teams; A, B & C.
Team A will attack against defending Team B on one half of the field while Team C waits on the other side.
After the possession is played out, Team B needs to clear the ball past a riding Team A and get it to the
other half of the field to attack Team C. Play continues as long as you would like in this order.
Equipment Needed: Balls, sticks, goggles, mouthguards
Skills Emphasized: Transition and the ride
Diagram of Drill:
#1- A is on offense against B on half one,
while C is waiting on Half Two

#2- B now needs to clear the ball past A
to Half Two and attack C

#3- C now clears past B and attacks waiting A

Coaching Points of Emphasis:
-The ball must be EARNED over the line. If the riding team gets possession, they get to re-attack. Players
can ride only to the 50.
-When clearing the ball, it’s a 6 v 12 so the clearing team needs to move the ball quickly. The waiting team
can “jam the 50” to make it harder for the clearing team
- If you have two goalies they can stay in the cage, if you have three they can run with their team
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Institution: Wheeling Jesuit University
Coach: Tim Florence
Name of Drill: Machine Drill
Description of Drill: Shortened or Full Field 4v4. Divide attack and defense so that you have even numbers of white jerseys and colored jerseys. Do this for the midfielders as well. To begin the drill have two
white middies begin on defense. The goalie will outlet the ball to one of the two colored midfielders
breaking downfield to the opposite goal. The midfielder with the ball will pass down to the attacker that is
on same side and will pick down. The midfielder that doesn’t have a ball will also pick down on the attacker that is on her side. The colored jersey players will play out the 4v4 scenario until a shot is put on cage.
Say the goalie saves the ball, now the two colored jersey midfielders have to get back on defense while the
goalie is outletting the ball to two new white midfielders who have come into play. Midfielders go down
on offense and then back on defense and then are out. If you have extra attack and defenders, they can
sub in after a couple of reps. Have balls by the cage so that the goalie can pick a ball up if the shot goes
wide. Also, have balls with a coach so that if the outlet pass is missed, a ball can be put into play quickly.
Equipment Needed: If you don’t have a large team, cages can be moved to the restraining lines. If you do
this, you may need cones or a moveable crease.
Skills Emphasized: Transitioning from defense to offense or offense to defense. Allows players to work on
passing and picking concepts.
Coaching Points of Emphasis:
Divide up the reps so that the defenders get to practice staying on their player and switching.
Listen closely to the communication between the ball side defenders and the defenders away from ball.
Make sure they are using the correct verbiage you use.
Focus on how the picks are set and whether or not each player is making the correct reads on the situation.
If the offense does not have anything after the pass down pick down, it becomes a traditional 4v4
scenario. You can either have them work on pass and pick away or have them pass/pass and dodge while
keeping good spacing.
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Institution: Fairfield
Coach: Anne Murray
Name of Drill: Delayed Diamond Break
Description of Drill: A coach controlled fast break situation from the opposite restraining line. Attackers
are marked behind the restraining line and set up in the formation your team has when the ball is in your
defensive end. Coach passes the ball to an attacker and it is a 4v4 to cage. Coach then releases 2 pairs of A
and D at different increments to simulate live transition.
Equipment Needed: Cage
Skills Emphasized: Fast breaks, delayed breaks, ball movement, defensive contact and sliding

Coaching Points of Emphasis: Emphasize quick ball movement, proper spacing, and controlling the break
offensively. Defensively, emphasize communication, contact on ball, and aggressive sliding
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IWLCA DRILL BOOK: INDEX

Institution Name

Drill Classification

Albright College

Stick work/Individual Skill 6 Person Passing

Jen Willis

110

Alderson Broaddus University

Small Sided Play

Navy

Angie Rudy

75

Amherst College

Player Up/Player Down

Continuous 3v2 Build Up

Natalie Moore

43

Amherst College

Player Up/Player Down

Player Up/Player Down

Chris Paradis

44

Augsburg University

Player Up/Player Down

Quick 2v1

Katheryn Knippenberg

45

Aurora University

Player Up/Player Down

Drop in Zipper

Randy Vite

46

Aurora University

Stick work/Individual Skill Figure 8 Shooting

Christina Fried-Bonaparte

111

Babson College

GB Drill/Possession

Hunger Games

Cat Dioli

15

Babson College

Small Sided Play

3v3 to 7v7

Michelle Smith

76

Babson College

Small Sided Play

1v1 Build Up

Ellison Sherrill

77

Bard College

Stick work/Individual Skill Bowtie Passing

Mary Kate Scardillo

112

Bucknell University

Small Sided Play

Back to Back 3v3

Remington Steele

78

Buffalo State College

GB Drill/Possession

Pressure Box Drill

Lindsay Abbott

16

Buffalo State College

Goalie Drill

Fast/Full Step Build-Up Drill

Ashley O’Brien

36

Catholic University

Draw

5v5 Box Out

Meaghan Galvin

7

Catholic University

Player Up/Player Down

Little 6v4

Laura Dunn

47

Cazenovia College

Conditioning

Mary’s Run

Adair Milmoe

1

Central Michigan University

Small Sided Play

Cookie Cutter Coverage

Mackenzie Lawler

79

Christopher Newport University GB Drill/Possession

Ground Ball Possession Box Drill Rebecca Hartrum

17

Christopher Newport University Small Sided Play

Two Turn- Defensive Drill

Stephanie Athens

80

Christopher Newport University Small Sided Play

Fitness 7s

Lisa Valentine

81

Colgate University

Small Sided Play

Volcano

Laura Bernotas

82

Colgate University

Bounce Back Footwork
Stick work/Individual Skill Shooting

Heather Young

113

College of the Holy Cross

GB Drill/Possession

32-23 Ground Balls

Amanda Belichick, Jamie
Redding and Taylor Pennell

18

College of the Holy Cross

Transition

Self Start 5v5

Amanda Belichick

128

Columbia University

Player Up/Player Down

Lions Den 3v2/4/3

Andrea Cofrin, Kelly
McPartland, Lauren Kahn

48

Cornell University

Transition

Big Red Release

Jenny Graap, Bill Olin &
Margaret Corzel

129

Davidson College

Goalie Drill

2 Cage Quick Feed Gk Warm-up Lily Carpenter

37

Davis & Elkins College

Small Sided Play

Mouse Trap

Malorie Stockwell

83

Davis & Elkins College

Small Sided Play

Fast & Furious 4

Malorie Stockwell

84

DePauw University

Player Up/Player Down

Meat Grinder (5v4)

Tucker Glass

49

Dickinson College

Small Sided Play

Cyn King of the Hill

Kim Masimore

73

Dickinson College

Draw

Color Hand Eye

Paige Messersmith

8

Edinboro University

GB Drill/Possession

Double Boxes

Caitlin Formato

19

Fairfield University

Small Sided Play

Ghost Drill

Laura Field

85

Fairfield University

Transition

Delayed Diamond Break

Anne Murray

143

Florida Tech

GB Drill/Possession

Ground Ball Train

Taylor Marshall

20

Florida Southern College

Conditioning

3 Speed Conditioner

Shannon McHale

2

Florida Southern College

Player Up/Player Down

Yemen

Kara Reber

50
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Florida Tech

Stick work/Individual Skill Toughness

Corinne Desrosiers

114

Franklin & Marshall

GB Drill/Possession

6v4 with Long Poles

Mike Faith

21

Fresno State University

Draw

Fast Break Draw Controls

Jessica Giglio

9

Fresno State University

GB Drill/Possession

Upstate Ground Balls

Brice Queener

22

Fresno State University

Goalie Drill

Two Up Top

Rachel Vallarelli

38

Frostburg State University

Small Sided Play

3v3 Half Arc

Hayley Whear

86

Gettysburg College

Draw

Double Draw Drill

Carol Cantele, Kate Fowler,
Barb Jordan

10

Gordon College

Small Sided Play

Second Ball

Jane Ward

87

Grand Valley State

Stick work/Individual Skill Shooting Shuttle Progression

Alicia Groveston

115

Haverford College

GB Drill/Possession

1v1v1 GB Drill

Katie Zichelli

23

Hendrix College

Small Sided Play

G.C.P

Liz Daly

88

Hofstra University

Small Sided Play

3v3 Quick Ball Low

Shannon Smith, Shanna
Brady, Torin Varn

89

Jacksonville University

Conditioning

3 Cone Drill

Mindy McCord

3

James Madision University

Small Sided Play

3v3 Split

Kerry Stoothoff

90

Johns Hopkins University

Player Up/Player Down

4v3 “Bobby” Drill

Janine Tucker

51

Juniata College

Transition

11-Person Drill

Naomi Radio

130

Kennesaw State University

Stick work/Individual Skill NP Warm Up

Laura Maness

116

Lebanon Valley College

GB Drill/Possession

Activate Drill

Alexandra Stambaugh

24

Linfield College

Conditioning

6-Person Competition Relay

Sean Hansen

4

LIU Post

Player Up/Player Down

3v2 Drill

Meghan McNamara

Longwood University

Transition

CBL-Clears, Bounce Back,
Ladders

Elaine Jones & Stephany
Parcell

131

Lynchburg College

Small Sided Play

Draw Circle 1v1s

Bruce Reid

91

Marquette University

Stick work/Individual Skill Pick & Roll Shooting

Caitlin Fifield

117

Marquette University

Transition

2 Ball Marquad

Meredith Black

132

Mars Hill University

GB Drill/Possession

GB Box Competition

Kristina Llanes

25

Marymount University

Small Sided Play

Saint Drill

Kate Athing & Jaylen Schulte

92

McDaniel College

Goalie Drill

GK Ladder Drill

Patricia Pehnke

39

McDaniel College

Stick work/Individual Skill Partner Box Passing

Kristin Ramey

118

Mercer University

Player Up/Player Down

USA Drill

Samantha Eustace

71

Mercy College

Small Sided Play

Whistle Drill

Dawn Sachs / Joe Corace

93

Merrimack College

GB Drill/Possession

Ground Ball Build Up

Taylor Eaton

26

Merrimack College

Stick work/Individual Skill Inception

Julie Duffy

119

Merrimack College

Transition

2v2 into 3v2 Full Field Build Up Emily Boerger

133

Messiah College

Draw

Middie Draw Game

Heather McKay

11

MIT

Goalie Drill

Rebound Drill

Anne Versprille

40

Moravian College

Transition

All-In Transition Drill

Kristen Nicholson

134

Navy

Player Up/Player Down

3v2 Flip

Gabby Capuzzi

54

Nazareth College

GB Drill/Possession

Ground Ball 2v2 Possession Drill Traci Lian

New England University

Conditioning

Perimeter Sprints

Meg Leo

5

Northern Michigan University

Player Up/Player Down

4v? Escalating

Emilia Ward

55

Ohio Valley University

GB Drill/Possession

Pressure Fan GB

Max Ruhl

28
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Piedmont College

Give & Go Shooting on Fast
Stick work/Individual Skill Break

Laura Patton

120

Post University

Stick work/Individual Skill Quick Shot

Kayte Mills

121

Princeton University

Small Sided Play

Tornado

Kerrin Maurer

94

Randolph-Macon College

Draw

3 Cage Draws

MK Geratowski

12

Robert Morris University

Small Sided Play

Double Team Ladders

Rachael McKinnon

95

Rollins

Stick work/Individual Skill Team Meatloaf

Dennis Short

122

Rowan University

Stick work/Individual Skill Open Cone

Lindsay Delaney

123

Saint Leo University

Player Up/Player Down

Caitlin Hansen

Savannah College of Art &
Design

Stick work/Individual Skill Doubles Shooting

Adrienne Berkland

124

Skidmore College

Transition

Green vs White Transition

Elizabeth Ghilardi

135

Slippery Rock

Player Up/Player Down

Zena

Sarah Lamphier

58

Southern Virginia University

Stick work/Individual Skill X-BOX

Nancy Webber

125

Southern Virginia University

Transition

HoughTRAILing

Nancy Webber

136

SUNY Cortland

Small Sided Play

Crash

Kelly Lickert-Orr

96

SUNY Geneseo

Transition

Pressure Passing

Carly Ritchlin

137

SUNY Potsdam

Player Up/Player Down

Jail Break 3v2s

Lauren Bruce

59

Swarthmore College

Player Up/Player Down

Add In Drill

Karen Borbee

60

The College of Wooster

Player Up/Player Down

5-Man Recovery

Katie Kocher

61

The University of the South

Goalie Drill

Goalie Shooting Warm-up

Michele Dombrowski

41

The University of the South

Player Up/Player Down

Pregame Build-Up

Michele Dombrowski

62

The University of the South

Player Up/Player Down

Speed 4v3

Michele Dombrowski

63

The University of the South

Small Sided Play

Clocked 7s

Michele Dombrowski

74

Tiffin University

GB Drill/Possession

1v2 Ground Balls

Erica Brown

29

Trinity College

Small Sided Play

Forced-Double Drill-Early Slide Kathryn Dissinger

97

Tufts University

Player Up/Player Down

3v2 from Behind

Courtney Shute

64

United States Coast Guard
Academy

Transition

Four Square

Mary Heneberry

138

United States Coast Guard
Academy

Small Sided Play

Double Team Drill

Katie McHugh

98

United States Merchant Marine
Academy
Player Up/Player Down

Bingo Drill

Kyle Simensky

65-66

University of Cal Berkeley

Twin Dragon

Brooke Eubanks

42

University of California Berkely Draw

Double Whistle Draws

Brooke Eubanks

13

University of California-Davis

Small Sided Play

Out & In Recovery

Suzanne Isidor and staff

99

University of Detroit Mercy

GB Drill/Possession

Circle 3v3

Laurie Merian

30

University of Detroit Mercy

GB Drill/Possession

Battle Boxes

Megan Callahan

31

Hammer Drill

Goalie Drill

University of Mary Washington Player Up/Player Down

6v1v2v3v4v5

56-57

Caitlin Moore

67

University of Michigan

Stick work/Individual Skill High Fives

Ana Heneberry

126

University of Montevallo

GB Drill/Possession

Manchester Drill

Frank Rogers

32

University of Notre Dame

Transition

Tribute

Katie Powell

139

University of Pennsylvania

GB Drill/Possession

5v5 in the Circle

Melissa Lehman

33

University of Pennsylvania

Player Up/Player Down

Combo

Kerri Whitaker

68

University of Pennsylvania

Transition

GB War Clear

Karin Corbett

140
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University of Scranton

Small Sided Play

1v1 to 7v7 Build-up

Cindy Wilson & Rachel Perla

100

University of Southern Maine

Transition

6v6v6

Ashley Durepo

141

University of Tampa

GB Drill/Possession

Triangle Ground Balls

Lisa Beltramello

34

Ursinus College

Small Sided Play

Steve Nash 1v1s

Katie Hagan

101

Utica College

Small Sided Play

Control with Pressure

Kristin St.Hilaire

102

Utica College

Small Sided Play

Battle

Robyn Carroll

103

UVA-Wise

Small Sided Play

8 Meter Build Up

Meghan Dennehy

104

Vassar College

Small Sided Play

3 Second Drill

Judy Finerghty

105

Walsh University

Small Sided Play

Slide/Talk/Interception

Christy Mitchell

106

Washington and Lee University Player Up/Player Down

Break Out

Erica Geremia

69

Washington and Lee University Small Sided Play

Grub Ball Drill

Erica Geremia

107

Wesleyan University

Small Sided Play

Money Ball

Kim Williams

108

Wheaton College

Stick work/Individual Skill 5 Line Shooting Drill

Emily Kiablick

127

Wheeling Jesuit University

Transition

Machine Drill

Tim Florence

142

Whitworth University

Player Up/Player Down

5 and 3 Box to Goal

Noelle Brouillard

70

Winthrop University

Draw

3 Person Draw Game

Kayla Minner

14

Wofford College

GB Drill/Possession

Pressure and Possession Box

Grace Sisserson

35

Wofford College

Small Sided Play

3v3 Double Team

Ceri Miller

109

Yale University

Conditioning

Approach, Recover, Slide Footwork
Colleen Smith

6

York College of PA

Player Up/Player Down

Fast Break Box Passing

72
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